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1. A:BSTRACT. 

The past and present distribution of Black 

Rhinoceros ( Diceros bioornis L.) in Rhodesia was examined 

and it is concluded that the species occupied and still 

exists in a wide range of environments. Three different 

and relatively undisturbed habitats were studied wherein 

population densities and relative ( lateral ) cover factors 

were assessed. 

A new technique for measuring lateral cover is 

explained and relative cover factors for each habitat are 

determined. Correlations were made between relative cover 

factors and population densities and the results show a 

significant.relationship between population density and 

between each animals requirement for cover and available 

cover in the habitat. 

Observations from several areas, made during 

capture operations, were brought into perspective and are 

discussed. These include· -feeding habit-a--, ·water requirements, 

behaviour, reproduction, interspecific relationships, survival 

and predation. 
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2, INTRODUCTION, 

Past records indicate that the Black Rhinoceros 

(Diceros bicornis L,), hereafter referred to as rhino, 

occurred throughout Rhodesia in good numbers, The present 

distribution shows a drastic reduction of the former range 

of this species and there are indications that still further 

contraction of its range is occurring; ultimately rhino will 

probably only occur in the game reserves of Chewore, Mana 

Pools, Matusadona, Chete, Chizarira, Gona-re-Zhou ( re-

introduced ) and in the northern part of Wankie Uational 

Park ( re-introduced ), In some of these game reserves, 

however, the species is not secure. 

The survival of the rhino in Rhodesia will depend 

upon a thorough understanding of its ecology and proper 

management of the sanctuaries to which they will be finally 

confined, The objectives of this study are to determine factors 

which affect the distribution and survival of the rhino in 

Rhodesia with a view to a better understanding of the 

problems attached to the re-establishment of breeding nuclei 

in areas of the species former range and the correct manage-

ment of populations in existing sanctuaries9 

Roth (1967) recorded the distribution of rhino from 

1865 to 1965; Wild and Fernandes (1967) produced a vegetation 

map of Rhodesia ( The Flora Zambesiaca ); and the Rhodesian 

Surveyor-General has produced maps detailing the country's 

average rainfall (.i95s) and altitudes (-1965).- This 11 terature 

enabled me to correlate the broad environmental factors 

associated with the past and present distribution of rhino in 

Rhodesia. 

Goddard ( 1966 & 7 ), Roth and Child (1967), Child 

(1968), R.Schenkel and L.Schenkel-Hulliger (1969) and Hitchins 

(1970), have produced papers on various facets on the ecology 



with others interested in the study of this species, parti

cularly Hitchins ( Hluhluwe Game Reserve ) in this respect, 

and others, has also contributed to the paper. 



3. APPROACH TO THE PROJECT. 

During the two year period of this study, I had to 

prepare and execute Black Rhino Capture Operations in the 

Chipinga, Gokwe, Shamva and l1ount Darwin districts of Rhodesia 

in addition to my normal station duties. Frotracted absences 

from my home station precluded any form of local study and 

it is mainly for this reason that I confined my investigations 

to the rhino. 

The nearest undisturbed rhino populations are 700 

miles from my home station and as the area in which captured 

rhino were released into the Gona-re-Zhou during 1970 & 1971, 

is situated 100 miles north of it, detailed study of this 

species from my home station was not possible. In addition, 

the arduous nature of the work whilst capture operations were 

in progress precluded any detailed study of habitats, although 

several other problems were investigated. As this paper deals 

primarily with the subject of habitat, it is necessary to 

outline my approach to this study. 

-~ __ h_!t_y_~ _cond~c ted ___ ~~ino c_apt_u~e ope:_:r~~:l.-5~~i:; ____ ~:i_:i.~?]._ly 

since 1964 ( with the exception of 1966 ) and certain 

observations made during this work were considered worthy of 

further investigation. The most striking observation was an 

apparent increase in population density with an increase in 

available habitat cover. The main part of this study, therefore, 

is an investigation into this aspect of the rhino's ecology. 

The problems attached to such an investigation 

included the assessment of the numerical size of several rhino 

populations in habitats suitable for comparison and the defining 

of home-ranges. In view of the time available to complete this 

study and the distances involved between suitable study areas 

and my home station, the determination of these factors in a 

completely new study was considered to be impractical. I found 

it necessary, therefore, to utilise my records and previous 

reports on capture operations as a foundation for this study. 



Studies relating to rhino population densities, 

home-range sizes and habitat cover assessments were confined 

to the Binga District .where three areas, Sizemba, Chininga 

and Manzituba, provided the diverse habitat types required. 

All three of these areas are well-known to me and both the 

rhino population size and the composite area occupied by the 

sedentary population units, in each area, had already been 

determined. For comparisons to be made between population 

densities and habitat cover £actors, all that was necessary 

was that the cover factor in each habitat should be measured. 

All three study areas were re-visited in October, 1970, at 

the height of the hot-dry season, when a full week was spent 

in measuring the cover in these areas. 

Quaritfi;atfve-feeding records were kept during the- --

capture operations at Mfurudzi and Ruya during June, July and 

August, 1970, and these have been compared with subjective 

observations in other areas in Rhodesia. 

Although only three habitats have been selected for 

the primary study in this paper, varied data on a wide range 

of subjects have been collected from several areas in the 

country and therefore a good cross-section of conditions has 

been examined, with comparisons being made where possibleo 

This has enabled me, in the time available, to indicate the 

broader habitat requirements of the species instead of merely 

the narrow record ~rom just one habitat. 

In addition to the primary objective of this study, 

viz. to correlate~ and determine the intensity of the relation-

ship between rhino population densities and habitat cover, this 

paper also sets out to discuss and give results of research 

into several other factors affecting the distribution and 

survival of rhino in Rhodesia. 



4. STUDY AREAS. 

(1). The three main study areas in the Binga District, 

Sizembat Chininga and Manzi tuba, were chosen to measure the 

intensity of the· relationship between rhino population 

densities and available cover in the habitatt because :-

(i). The three areas are not extensive in size, 

varying between ( approx.) 15 and 30 square miles in area. 

(ii). They are habitats which supported a known 

rhino population ( 42, 15 and 5 respectively ) and in which 

the dry-season area occupied by the sedentary units was also 

known; the foundation information for this study was therefore 

already to hand. 

(iii). Each of the three areas comprises a different 

ha bi tat type and the diverse cover conditions provided a basis 

for comparison. 

(iv). All three areas had been subjected to similar 

ecological pressures resultant from the creation of Lake Kariba, 

at the time of the study; this includes disturbance by man. 

(v). I have spent five years in the Binga District 

( 1964 - 66 ) and know all three areas intimately. In two of 

the areas, Sizemba and Chininga, almost the entire rhino 

population had been captured and the third, Manzituba, was 

the most important sector of the Chizarira Game Reserve for 

which I was responsible. 

The locations of these three study areas are shown 

in Fig 1 •• 

(2). The three main study areas are described as 

follows. 

(i). Sizemba. 

This area is 17.83 square miles in extent and is 

situated in Tribal Trust Land, west of the Sengwa River mouth 

on the shores of Lake Kariba. It is bounded by the flooded 

Sengwa River, Lake Kariba, broken hill country and African 

settlement, See Appendix 1., Map No. 2 •• 
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the areas, Sizemba and Chili.i11ga, almost the entire rhino 
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Binga District showing the position of Study Areas in relation 

to Lake Kariba, the Game Reserves of Chete and Chizarira, the 

Tribal Trust Lands, the Tsetse Controlled-Hunting Areas and the 

Tsetse Grune Fence. (1964- 68 ). 
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Three fishing grounds, bush-cleared before the 

lake filled, are situated on the lake shore boundary and 

these result in a not inconsiderable pedestrian traffic 

along the south-eastern perimeter to the area; African fish 

buyers,ill vehicles, also occasionally use this same routeo 

The habitat is generally flat, with occasional 

broken ridges and the vegetation can be categorised into 

three basic types :-

(a). Deciduous Commiphora/Combretum thicket (Wild 

and Fernandes ( 1967 ) - Flora Zambesiaca type 12,), hereafter 

described as 11 thicket 11 

(b). Colophospermum mopane woodland (Wild and 

Fernandes ( 1967 ) - Flora Zambesiaca type ]5,), hereafter 

described as 11 woodland 11
• 

(c). Colophospermum Rock Scrub, hereafter described 

as 11 scrub 11 ,. This comprises stunted and small trees of Qi. 

mopane, growing on rocky ridges with Terminalia prunioides, 

Diosp.y:r0 s quilo.ensis_, .Combretum. apicula.tum and Combretum 

elaeagnoidea growing in associationo There is no equivalent 

description of this association in the Flora Za.mbesiaca ( Wild 

and Fernandes ( 1967 ),), although it is probably closer to 

type ]5., than to any otaer. 

These three vegetation categories are demarcated on 

Map No. 2., in Appendix 1., having been traced from an aerial 

photographic mosaic following a ground check in October, 1970. 

The 11 home-range 11 limit demarcated on the above .. 

mentioned map, shows the extent of the movem._ent_ of ind,iy:idual_a_ 

within the population at the height of the dry-season. 

There is no permanent water inside the area but the 

maximum distance to water on the perimeter is leas than 5 

kilometers ( ] miles ). 

Three roads traverse the area, but ohly one ( along 

the south-eastern perimeter ) was used to any extent. 

OthAr R'::tme in the ;:;.rP.::i. inr.1niJQ,n ~-llrlf"I ..,.., ~-1... __ .._ 
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approximately 600 buffalo and also eland, k~du, impala and 
I 
I 

•ebra. There were 5 or 6 lions which visitet the area 

regularly a:nd hyenas were abundant. The ele~hant population 

was undoubtedly too high for the area, as d~gradation of the 

I habitat was noticeable. 

Rhino capture 'operations, in 

were mounted in 1964 and 1965, in this 

whicj I participated, 

area A total of six 

months was spent in the.area during these o~erations, in July, 

August and September of each year, 1.e., du~ing the latter 

part of the cold-dry season and the first p;i.xt of the hot-dry 

season. During this period a total of }8 rh~no were captured 
I 

and only four were left behind, making the total population 

in the area, 42 •• 

o'nly one African family 11 ved ins~de 
and poaching at the time of the operations {as 

the habitat 

minimal. Anti-

poaching police work was maintained in and ~ound this area 
I 

during all ;seasons, by myself and my Africai:i staff, 

'I

I 

(iii). Chininga, 

This area is 15.18 square mile• i~ extent and is 
I 
I 

situated inland from Lake Kariba, on the Ch~ninga River, in 

Tribal Trust L~nd. It is lightly broken country with thicket 

occurring on the sandy soils on the crests of the ridges, The 
I 

. vegetation can be broken down into the sameithree categories 
I 

as are found at Sizemba but there are defintte differences in 

the character of the scrub and thicket categories which alters 

the lateral cover factors in the habitats s-

(a). At Chininga, the thicket is basically of the 

Commiphora/Combretum type but is occurs as $woodland with a 

continuous canopy above the height of 6 mettrs, with a well

developed u·nderstorey. At Sizemba, the thic:ltet occurs as a 

dense mat Of bush growing to a maximum heig{t of 6 meters and 

with irregularly spaced, eme~gent trees betl'een 6 and 10 meters 

in height, growing in t~e thicket at variou densities. This 

reduction in the lats,ral cover at 



Chininga, compared with that found at S zemba, in this 

vegetation category. ( See Fig. 7,). 
I 

(b). Gardenia resiniflua ooou s as a major specie~ 
' 

in the scrub at Chininga whereas at Siz mba this species is : 

relatively unimportan:t. This difference lin species occrrence 

has resulted in 50% mpre cover being redorded in the scrub 

vegetation at Chininga compared with that found at Sizemba 

in the same category. ( See Fig. 7.). 

The Chininga River holds perm.bent water in four 
I 

pools and one of its tributaries, the K!
1

sanzi, ·has a further 

two pools! a seventh water-hole is situ ted to the north-wes!t 

of the habitat an the Makandabwe River . d this also served i 

the rhino population in this area. The m~imum distance from' 

water in this habitat is less than 5 kil meters ( 3 miles.).: 

' One road, p~allel to and less than 

from the Chininga River, ran through the area 
I ' 

half-a-kilomet[er 

and up until l 
. I 

1968, whe~ the rhino population aseessme t was made, only 5 

I 

' 
to 10 vehicles used this road each day. 

I 

' ,Game in the rhino habitat was not 
I 

abundant. Only about 

30 elephant and less than 50 buffalo livt1 d in the area during 

the hot-dry season, al though numbers inc eased during the we·t 

season. Kudu were quite common, impala o curred in the woodland 
I 

i 

areas along the rivers and zebra could b~ found along the 

northern boundary of the habitat area in: very broken country. 

A total of five monthe was spept in this area on 

capture operations during 1967 and 1968, at the end of the c~ld
dry seaso* and duringfmost of the Hot-D s~ason. During thir 

period 101rhino were baptured, three die as a result of drug 
I 

problems or the 'ticissitudes 01· the hunt, ng and two were not' 
' ! 

caught, making the total rhino populatiojl for the area, 15 .. 

No African families lived in the habitat and the 

nearest African habitation was 6t kilome~ers ( approx. 4 miles.) 

' distant. Poaching was minimal and anti-praching policework 

was ljlail1tained. 
! 
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(iii)• Manzi tuba. Ji 

This area is 31.61 square mil s in extent and is 

situated :approximatelr 25 miles inland 1rom; Lake Kariba on ihe 

Chizarirai ~lateau. Ma;ilzi tuba oan be described as the heart of 
I 

the Chizarira Game Reserve and provides la major habitat for 

many species of game. Eeing situated in a game reserve, this 

area is the only study area which comprised a complete and 

gazetted sanctuary and which did not falil within the Tribal 

Tr11st Lands. l 
The study area is bounded on t• e north side by 

' 

precipitous cliffs which fall away from ~he main plateau in 

the game reserve, to Tribal Trust Lands 2,000 

which there is only limited access. The rther 

the etudy'area comprise rolling hill coultry, 

game reserve. See Appendix 1., Map No, 4j' 

feet below, 

three aides 

all part of 

fr pm 

ofl 

th~ 

The vegetation can be categori~ed into three types•

(a). Julbernardia globiflora wbodland with 

Erach.ystegia boehmii represented as a sub-dominant, ( Wild & 

Fernandes ( 1967 ) - Flora zambesiaca type 30,). 

(b). Scr11b woodland of the aboTe type in a state o~ 

retrogressive succession (Damage caused[by fire and elephany 
I ' 

feeding - Thomson W.R •. , Depa.:etmental Rep~rt of Woodland Degrad-

ation, 1965,), Hereafter called scr11b. ' 

(c). Vlei country along the d~inage lines where 

l!yparrhenia epp. occur as the dominant ass. Sponges and 

springs occur on eome ~f the vleis and t,ere are permanent 

streams in the area, fed by the springs, !The maximum distance 

from water is only about 4 kilometers ( 2~ miles ). These 

vleis, however, were sp small in comparat~ve size with the 

other two vegetation thes, that they wer~ completely ignored' 

as a category of vegetation for measuremert· 

No roads disturbed the area and! there was no 

pedestrian traffic through the area other! than anti-poaching 

game scout patrols, 
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I 
As a result of constant observ~tions at Manzi tuba,j 

both by myself and m:y 

concluded!that only 5 

African staff stat~oned there, it was 

rhino occupied thel habitat. Other game 

in the area includes nfluxes of elephan~ ( normally less 

than 100 at any one time)and up to 200 buffalo, both species 

which move in and out of the area throug,hout the yea.r; resident 
I 

herds of eable, zebra, kudu, tseesebe, i~pa1a and reedbuck 

I 

also 

I occur in fair numbers• 

No Africans lived in the area \.tntil a small resideb.t 

game scout force was established on the ledge of Manzi tuba in 
I 

19661 the nearest tribal African habitat~on was about 10 

' 
kilometers ( approx. 6 miles ) dietant. I 

I 

No poaching, occurred as the arf a was very heavily i 
patrolled/ by both Eurbpean and Afrioan s aff of the Departme·;nt 

I 

of National Parke & wbd Life Management,l 

(3). All three areas have been affepted by the creation 

of Lake Kariba in several ways 1-
I 

(i). The flooding of the rich 17.ambesi valley 
r i 

habitats forced game ~opulations there tf move back from the[ 

rising watere of the lake and these disp~aced animals had to, 

find new·home-ranges in the predominantl~ broken country south 

of the lake, in which there was a less i1ch type of vegetati.on 
I 

and where there was ail-ready an establis,~ed ~ame regime, I 

, (ii), Priori to the formation of L~e Kariba, Afri9an 
' I 

eettlement in the district was concentrJted along the Zambesi 
i 

River and interference with game in the hinterland was minimal. 
' l 

When the lake filled, however, 30,000 Batonka tribesmen were 

moved aw~ from the Z!'Jllbesi and resettl«d on the very limited 

alluvial. soils which occurred sporadica~ly along some of the 

major rivers. They removed the vegetati:n from these soils, jto 

accommodate their crops and they occupi d the principal wat~r-
' i holes; by these actions, the :Satonka this oame into direct 

biological competition with the game, 1 

! 
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1 

amounting 

•(iii), The ~ame 
! 

to 1 , OOO sq~are 

16, 

reserves of and Chizarira, 

' 
miles out of a! total of 6,ooo square 

miles which comprises the district, were' created in 1963 to 

accommodate the game animals which had hitherto enjoyed free 

range over the entire area, plus large tf acts of country now. 

inundated! by the laker which filled to c pacity that same yeiar, 

The game reserves have no alluvial valle, s and have little tF 

commend them in the way of vegetation. The Manzi tuba area or! 
I ; 

' : 

the Chizarira, which receives additional! protection as a result 

of llatonka superstition, provided the onil.y suitable major habitat 

for sever~ species. 

'(iv), Game throughout the dist ict was therefore 

under increased inter,- and/or intra-specific pressures. Poaching 

became progressively more severe and tho'se species which were 

able to, began tc reorganise themselves in the district, Elephant 

and buffalo began to range further afielld, spreading southwards 

towards the farming areas and this move,ent, probably combined 

with increased vehicle and pedestrian t~affic, began to influence 

the spread of tsetse-fly, In 1964, anti..,tsetse control 

measures were implemented and game fencis were erected around 

the main game populations of the distri t. To the south of 

this game, fence elephant, buffalo, kudu, bushbuck, bushpig 
I ' I , 

and warthog were systematically eliminaiied and other species, i ' 
including the rhino, were often killed ljy the African hunters 

without authority. 

Fig 1., sho"'s the relative position cf the three 

main study areas and the two game reserves of Chete and 

Chizarira, in relation to Lake Kariba and the tsetse game 

fences. 

(v), llecause the llatonka peop1e had been moved frQm 

their tr~ditional honies on the Za.mbesi *iver alluvia, 

Government gave special consideration t~ their problems in 

the new settlement areas. These problem~ 

I 
I 

I 
' 

i 

included the raidi~g 

I 

! 
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of their crops by elephant and buffalo. ;These two species 

were consequently destroyed in considerable numbers, north 
' 

of the tsetse game fence also. 
I 

It cail be seen that game in tile distric.t was 
' 

subjected to pressures from all sides, including severe 
' 

culling from the centre of the game-po~lation area too. 

areas within the Tribal T at Lands resisted 

settlement by the Batonka and formed s ctuaries for game, 

However, two 

These were at Sizemba and Chininga, wher~e depredations by 

game on B~tonka crops was so heavy as to discourage would-be 

agriculturaiists from,settlement, The go ernment ministry 

' ' 
responsible for the B~tonka assisted in preserving these 

sanctuaries also, by discouraging settlement and I instituted 

anti-poaching work in both these areas, besides the work 

carried out in the game 

protection to the rhino 

reserves themsel Vea'· to give added 

populations, Poalhing remained light' 
' ' 

in these areas for other reasons also; game was so plentiful 
I, 

during the first five years following the resettlement that 
i 

Batonka tribesmen did not have to ventur<l far from their homes 
I 

to obtain meat and had no reason to movejinto any of the study 

I areas to s'earch for g'"'1!eo 

IIt is believed, therefore, tha Sizemba and Chinin~a 
I 

contained !rhino populations consistent w~th the carrying-capacity 
! 

' of the habitat and that the animals in these two areas, were 

little affected by Batonka poaching. It :i'.s further believed 

that had there been an over-population of', rhino some signs of 
I 

' intra-specific competition would have beer noticed during the, 

capture operations but none were found. ' · 
I 

Manzi tuba is the best protected; of the three areas 

and, al though it has rhino populations oni: three sides from 

which to draw recruits, its rhino populatfon has not altered 
I 

noticeably since 1964. I believe, therefote, :that this study 

area also <lontains a rhino population confistent with its 

carrying capacity, i.e., it is fully stocied. 
I 
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(4), Data for studiee other t~an those concerned 

with correlations between relative-cove:tl-factors and rhino-

population-densities, came from various other areas in 

Rhodesia. Theee include 1-

(a). Mfurudzi in the Shamva D strict. This is an 

area of rolling hills and valleys with igh ranges rising 

sharply to elevations 1,000 - 1,500 fee~ above the surrounding 

countryside, The vegetation consists of ;open woodland with 
' 

globii'lor'a appear as ~ominants ( Wild & Fernandes ( 1967 ) ... 

Flora Zambesiaca type 29.). 

In June and July of 1970, I c4nducted rhino capture 

operations in this area. 

(b), Ruya in the Mount Darwin !District. This is a 

mixen habitat in brol<en granite c.:ountry lwith Sterculia spp., 

Adansonia digi tat a, Terminalia sericea, !Colophospermum mopane, 

and Julbernardia globiflora well repres,nted; Brach.ystegia 

boehmii only occurred at one point in t,e south-west of the 

area whilst. some Commiphora-Combretum 1thicket was aleo in 
I 

evidence, ( The vegetation appears to b~ an inter-phase between 

I 
Wild & Fernandes ( 1967 ) - Flora Zambea.iaca types 47, 49 artd 

' 

29 with spme of type ;12 included,)• J 

I conducted rhino capture ope:Uations in this area 

during August, 1970. 

(c). Pohwe and Tenda in the Gokwe District. The 

vegetation of both these areas was simi~ar but Tende was a 

little more broken than Pohwe. The vege~ation consisted of 

extensive areas of Commiphora-Combretum thicket ( Wild & 

Fernandes. ( 1967 ) - ,Flora Zwnbesiaca t;}fpe 12.), in tersperstd 

with predominantly Brach.ystegia boehmii woodland on the ridges 
i 

and Colophospermum mopane woodland on t e lower lying grount, 

( Wild and Fernandes '( 1967 ) - Flora Z besiaca types 29 aAd 

I 

Rhino capture operations were ~ounted in these areas 

in November,1969, 
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I 

(d), Chipangayi in the Chipingr' District, There were 

two rhino cows left from this population, the others having ' 

been poached out over the years, Ons of fhe these animals had 

taken up residence in the flat country nrar the Sabi River 

where the vegetation was either riparianior Acacia woodland 

(Wild and Fernandes ~ 1967 ) - Flora Z beaiaca type 48), 

mainly A, tortillis , The other one had etired into the 
I . 

escarpmen~ country which was extremely broken, steep and to 

most people, inaccessible; the vegetatioh here was largely 
! 

Jul bernardia globiflora and Braclwstegia1 boehmii with Brach,ystegia 

glauoescens well represented (Wild and 

Flora Zambesiaca type 30,). 

' 

( 1967 ) -

These rhino were captured one 1n May 1969 and the 

other in November, 1969,, 

.41'11as (a), (b), (o) and (d) are i arked on Map No, 1 'I' 
Appendix 1·· Other general information w s obtained from thel 

Gona.-re-Zhou, where r~inos were introduc d ~n 1969, 1970 and 

1971 and which is marked on this same ma , and from the Bing11 

''"'"'"' ,. ·····"'· .. , .. '" ···~"' '[•· ... 
I 
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5. METIIOllS. 

(1 ). The Basic Environmental ac tars which 

affected ~he Rhino in. its 

This assessment 

(i). " \'lhi te and Black Rhinoceiros in 

1. Map Na.11.). Roth ( 1967 ). (See Afpendix 

(ii). " Veg:etation 

I 

Map of the IFlora 

Wild and Fernandes ( 1967 ). 

facts 

hhod..esia." -

Zambesiaca Area." -

(iii). ''Rhodesia's Average-Rainfall Arens.'' -

Rhodesian Governrrient - Surveyor General'·s Offic:e ( 195B ). 

(iv). ''Rhodesia's Altitudes:.",-

Rhodesian Government - Surveyor General 'is Office ( 1965 ) • 

This information has been compt·red with and broad,ned 

by my personal observations in Rhodesia ·nd also from visitsi 

' 
to Hluhluwe Game lieserve ( Natal ) and Afdo National Park j 

( Cape Province ) in South Africa, made !during the course 

of this study. 

I (2), The Haine-Ran e Assessment of, Rhino Po ula tion!s 
I I I 

' ; 

in the three main stup.y areas of Sizemba, Chininga and Manzi:tuba. 
I 

During severol years of close :ussoci8tion with rhino, 

I have found that their home-ranges vary: with the seasons, i.e., 
! 

the Hot-Wet Season ( November to March ), the Cold-Dry Season 

(April to July ) and the Hot-Dry Season:( August .to October,). 

Jluring the Hot-Dry Season cover is reduc~d when deciduous tr
1
ees 

' ! 

shed their leaves, the succulence of foor supplies is at its! 

lowest level, waterholes are restricted ~n number, temperatures 

are at their highest and both inter- and! intra-specific 

pressures are at a ma:Ximum. It is duringi this season that 

rhino experience most stress and their hrme-ranges are, by 

necessity contracted in area. llome-rangr assessments were, 

therefore made during this period because they reflect the 
I 

minimum r quirements Of the species. 
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5. METHODS. 

(1), The Basic Environmental which 

affected :the Rhino in, its Past Distribu 

This assessment was achieved y extracting facts 

contained in the following literature. 

(i). "Vlhite and Black Rhinoce;ros in H.hodesia. 11 
-

I 
Roth ( 19i;7 ) . (See Appendix 1. Map No. 11,). 

(ii). 11 Veg!eta tion Map of the !Flora Zambesiaca Area." -
I 

Wild and Fernandes ( 1967 ). 

(iii). "Hhodesia' s Average Rai'nfc!.ll il.re~ 1,s." -

Hhodesian Government - Surveyor General''s Office ( 195B ). 

(iv). "Hhodesia's Altitudes.":-

Rho<lesian Government - Surveyor General 'is Office ( 1965 ). , 

: This information has been coml1ared with and broad~ned 
by my personal observations in Rhodesia and also from visits! 

to Hlti.hluwe Game llese~ve ( Natal ) and A. do National Park ! 

( Cape Province ) in South Africa, made ~uring the course 

of this study. 

I (2). The Hoke-Ran e Assessmen,t of, Rhino Po ulationis 
I 

in the thre'e main stuiJ.y areas of Sizemba, Chininga and Manzi'tuba. 
I 

During several ye-ars of close ~ssociation with rhino, 

I have found that their home-ranges vary· with the seasons, i.e., 

the Hot-Wet Season ( November to l1arch );, the Cold-Dry Season 

(April to July ) and the Hot-Dry Season i( August to October ) • 
' ' 

During the Hot-Dry Season cover is reductd when deciduous triees 

shed their leaves, the succulence of footl supplies is at its] 

lowest level, waterholes are restricted ~n number, temperatul~es 
are at their highest and both inter- andl intra-specific 

pressures are at a maximum. It is during!_ this season that 

rhino expfrience most stress and their h\me-ranges are, by 

necessity~ contracted in area. Home-rangj assessments were, 

therefore, made durink this period becaure they reflect the 

minimum r~quirements bt the species. J 

! 
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I It was not ,possible to determ ne the home-range 
' 

of each individual animal in the three hino populations 
I 

under study; a prerequisite for accurat~ determination of 

population density levels. This could hive been accomplished 

under different circumstances, using bio\telemetric techniques 

but it would have taken several years and considerable 

I 

expense to complete and I had neither th~ time nor the 
I 

resources to undertake such a study, Howlever, I was able to 
' 

ascertain the outer limits of movement o~ the populations as 

I 

a whole, in all three study areas,and thf s ". population homef-

range II ( hereafter referred to aS II hom -range II ) has beenl 
' 

accepted as a parameter to compare populrtion density levels 

in the three study areas. 

This rather'· unorthodox method of " home-range " 

assessment is, nevertheless, still considered a valid parameter 

because of the clearly defined limits of', each populations area 
' 

of movement during the Hot-Dry Season, tie rhino's sedentary1
1 

behaviour pattern and the very small areas of overlap with 
! 

waslobserved at Chiningt 

' I 

watirholes. This paramerer 

adjacent ~edentary populations which 

and at Manzituba, in the vicinity of 

I ' was also the only one at my disposal. \ 

The Sizemba home-range size 
; 

wa~ 

I 

determined only after 

six month~ of exhaustive tracking of the animals during the ' 
I : 

Hot-Dry S~asons of 19J4 and 1965. 

The Chininga home-range size was determined under 

similar conditions during 1967 and 1968. 
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The home-range 

personal observations on 

over a four-year period 

22. 

at Manzituba was defined from 

five known rhi1o and their spoor, 

( 1964 - 1968 ),
1 

substantiated by 
' 

regular observations by reliable Af:Hcan game scouts, 

The three home-ranges thus de~ermined, were 

demarcated on 1 1 25,000 aerial mosaic ptotographs from 

which maps were traced. The different vegetation categories 
I 
' ' 

similarly marked and committed to these maps,( Appendix 1,, 

Maps No.a 2, 3 and 4,). I subsequently measured the home-

ranges and different vegetation types, using a planimeter, 

and converted the measurements to units ~f square miles. 
I 

(3)• The Measurement of Relati~e Cover Factors at 

Sizemba, Chininga and Manzituba1 Population Assessment and 
! 

Density Levels ; and Method of Correlatibn between these Factors, 

(i). Cover Measurement, 

:Observations throughout the oo nt:i:Y have indicated 
I 

that bothipopulation density and home-r 
' 

according to the nature of the habitat. 
' I 

ino living in open' 

country appear to range over a far wider1, area than those in 

thicket country and population density afpears to increase as 

the habitat cover increases, No one, howfver, appears to have 

' measured ~his although Goddard ( 1967 ),ISohenkel ( 1969) and 

Hitchins ( pers, comm.) all mention thic~et as comprising at 
' 

least part of the species habitat ( whic~ is not the case at 

Manzituba,), It was apparent, therefore, that in evaluating the 

habitat of the rhino, it would be essenttal to measure the elver 

factors in each study area. . I j 

:Basal cover and canopy cover Je minor in importan6e 
! ' 

when considering protection for an anima.Ji like the rhino. Lateral 
i I 

cover, or" obstruction to vision" , islthe important factor 

since it fa this form :of cover which aff~rds the rhino prote~tion 

from pred~tors. Wight i(193s), in the Man.jal of " Wild Life 
' I I ' ' 

Managemen~ Techniques !", describes the u ,e of a " density board " 

to measure the lateral density or cover factor, but this method 
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was tried and found to be unsuitable foJ this study. In faJt, 

no conformable technique could be found Ito measure the lateral 

cover under the varied conditions found ~n the three study 

areas. It: w:as therefor necessary to devi~e a new technique tio 

resolve t~e, problem. I I 

It was decided that since a rhino stands less than 

two meters in height, even with it's head erect, only the 

cover factor up to this 

Several techniques were 
', 

was tested and found to 

practical. 

height is pertinent to the study, 

tried and discarfed but finally one 

be both accuratelquantitatively and 

I 

' 

The technique involved the use I, of a reflex camera 

with a 5.5 cm. lens, a tripod, a cotton-sheet screen and 
I ' 

colour-sli.de film. Three transect lines, I each 25 meters longi 

and 50 meters apart, were set Up in the fegetation to be 

measured (See Fig. 2 1

.). On each transe4t, six pegs were 

driven in~o the grounq at 5 meter intervJls and the camera 

was set up over the f.i!rst peg. The sheetlscreen, in size,over 

2 meters high and almdst 3 meters wide, 1ith rigid poles at 

either end, was set up centrally over the second peg. A small 
' 
' black line marked on the bottom centre o~ the sheet and arranged 

so that it was placed over the peg, acte~ as a guide to 

centralise the image in the camera's view-finder. A small board 
' 

bearing a serial number to identify the 

held in view at the edge of the screen 

taken. (See Fig. 3.). The camera was the 

hotograph, was then J 

d a photograph was i 

positioned over PeJ 

No, 3, the serial number on the board wasi changed and a second 

i photograph
1

was taken ot the reverse side r~ the screen. The 

screen was: then moved to Peg No. 4 and, without moving the 

tripod, the camera was', turned to face the: screen and a third 

' photograph was taken. The camera was thenimoved to Peg No, 5 

and another photograph was taken of the screen from that position. 

The fifth, and last, photograph on the tr~nsect was taken from 

Peg No. 5 ~ith the screen in place I 

on PelflNo. 

I 

6 •• Five 
i 

photographs 
I 
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Peg 1. was dete:t'lllined by a penoil into the. 

air and measuring 50 paces from its posi~ion on the ground, ~n 

I I 

the direct~on dictated by its point. The )she,t screen was thJr 

placed over peg 1. and orientated until ~t licy parallel with 
1 

I 
the ricys of the sun. Transect 1. was set fP at a 90° angle to 

this sheet and to the right of the direc~ion dictated by the 

random pencil. Transec,t 2. was set up pai:1allel to transect 1. at 
I 

a distance: of 50 paces to its right. ;. was dete:t'lllined 

in a like manner • 
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I 
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A sample photograph 

quadrats. 1

• !!'ha small 

serial n~ber. 

23 (b). 

FIG. 3. 

[ 

[ 

[ 

i 
showing the quadrat rectangle and the 600 x 

board on the left intioates the photograrh 

4 cm 

I 
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were thus taken, at five meter intervals, to record the 

cover factors over a 25 meter transect. ic See Fig, 4 . ) . 
The sheet-screen was merely us!~d to offer a back-

ground over a measured distance and in n~ way represents a 

set measurement from which data can be thl<en: the recordable 
' 

data is that part of the photograph whicf falls 

triangle formed by the camera and two po~nts on 

' 

within the 

the screen 

which are one meter on either side of thb centre point, 
! 

multiplied by the height of the sample, an arbitrary two 

meters, The distance of 5 meters between! pegs was decided 
i 

upon because at that range the 2 meter h~ight requirement of 

the sample corresponded with the size of. the photograph. An 

arbitrary 2 meter width was given to the sample size to 

facilitate quantitative assessment later~ 

Prior to taking the samples, the vegetation types 

of eaoh study area were demarcated on aerial mosaic photographs 

and scattered arbitrary sample sites, wirhin the main vegetation 
I 

patterns,•were chosen, In order that comfletely random samplis 

could be achieved and to guarantee that t was not subconscioµsly 
I I 

influenced by the vegetation, the transect line was selected 

by an African assistant who threw a pane l into the air and l 
marked where it had f~llen1 the transect line began at a poi,t . I 

50 paces from the pencil in the directio dictated by its 
I 

point, where Peg No, 1., of the first transect of that series, 

was inserted. 

Previous trials had taught me fhat shadows could often 

be confused with branches, when the photographs were being 

analysed. In order to obviate such confu~ion, the transeot line 

was laid out at 90° to the direction of the sun's rays so they 

were always parallel with the screen thu eliminating any 

possibility of shadows being cast onto t e screen, either 1'rtm 

the !'ront; or lihrough i the screen 1·rom be nd, The transect l · ne 

i : I was then marked off, using a compass, wi ha taught line frof 

Peg No. 1. and five p gs inserted along !this line, at five ' 
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were thus taken, at five meter intervals, to record the 

cover factors over a 25 meter transect. i( See Fig. 4 • ) • 
! 

The sheet-screen was merely used to offer a back-
1 

! 

ground over a measured distance and in nr way represents a 

set measurement from which data can be taken1 the recordable 
! 

I 

data is that part of the photograph whic~ falls within the 

triangle formed by the camera and two po~nts on the screen 

which are one meter on either side of thb centre point, 

multiplied by the height of the sample, an arbitrary two 

meters. The distance of 5 meters between[ pegs was decided 

upon because at that range the 2 meter h~ight requirement of 

the sample corresponded with the size of the photograph • .An 

arbitrary2 meter width was given to the1 sample size to 

facilitate quantitative assessment later~ 

Prior to taking the samples, tpe vegetation types 

of each study area were demarcated on aerial mosaic photographs 

' and scattered arbitrary sample sites, wi(hin the main vegeta~ion 

patterns, were chosen. In order that comfletely random sampl~s 

could be achieved and to guarantee that k was not subconsciolsly 

influenced by the vegetation, the transef' t line was selected 

by an African assista,iit who threw a peno l into the air and I 

marked wh~re it had ffllen1 the transect line began at a poiht 
I I 

50 paces from the pencil in the direotior dictated by its 

point, where Peg No. 1., of the first tr~nsect of that series, 

was inserted. 

Previous trials had taught me ~hat shadows could often 
I 

be confused with branches, when the photographs were being 
i 

analysed. In order to obviate such confufion, the transect line 

was laid out at 90° to the direction of ~he sun's rays so th~y 

were always para11e1 with the screen thuf eliminating an;r I 

possibility of shadows being cast onto t e screen, either 1·rhm 
, . I 

1·ront; or ~hrough i, the screen 1·rom be ind. The transect lfne 

I I 
then marked off, using a compass, wi h a taught line fror 

Peg No. 1 l and five pegs inserted along !this 
! ! 

the 

was 

line, at five 
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ll:iagrammatic Representation of Lateral CoYer 

Transect showing the position of pegs andl the 

positioni!!K of camera and screen when taklng 

the five transect photographs. The two metre 

guadrat length is shown. 
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I 
I 

meter intervals, completed the transectj' The direction of 

the line from Peg No.1. was predetermin
1

d to the right of 

the direc'tion dictated by the random pe~cil. 

The position of the base peg ~or the second transect 

was determined by measuring off 50 pacej from Peg llo. 1., at 

90° to, and to the right of, Transect N9.1,. The second 
! 

transect, therefor, ran parallel with tlje first, Transect 
! 

No,). was set up in a like manner from the base peg of 

Transect No,2,, ( See Fig, 2 .). 

A total of 3)0 photographs we~e taken to complete 

the overall assessment of the three stu<J.V·areas, Each transept 

series of 15 photographs was represented: by a letter ( A - X ) 
! 

I 

and each photograph by.a number ( 1 - 15i ). A list of these, 

detailing the vegetation oategories meas~red, appears in 

Appendix 5 •• 

Analysis of the colour slides was achieved in the 

following manner. I 

···~· . .::r::.: ~:·r::::~~:::. :.~r.:~::··· 
rectangle 

1

100 ems. wiJe and 96 ems, high 1 subdivided into 

600 quadrats, each 4 ems. square, 24 veriically and 25 

horizontally, was marked on this viewing:soreen in thin black 

lines. ( The sample size was reduced from 25 to 24 quadrats 
I 

in height to facilitate calculations,). I 

(ii), A tes~ colour slide was lade:, taken against 
. I 

the " cotton field screen " at the requi1ite distance of 5 

meters, on which was clearly shown two m¥kers on the 11 cotton 

field screen " exactly two meters apart, leach one meter from) 

the centre line, 

selected ~or the 

i.e.•: the two markers o tlined the width 

sam.p~e. 

i(Hi), The test slide was plao d in a slide projector 

and the inlage was direicted onto the viewfng screen whereon 

were marked the quadrats. The projector was moved backwards 

or forwards until the two markers on the test slide coincided 

<(.' 

'· 



2(;, 

with the two vertical lines marking the ]outer limits of thet 

quadrat rectangle, i.e.' until all 25 0, the horizontal qua ate 

were contained, exactly, between the twq markers, The proje tor 
I 

was thenadjusted vertically until the b1se of the photographic 
I 

test sample, represented by the bottom ~f the " cotton field 

screen " !i.n the slide,, coincided with ttje base line of the 
1 

1 I 

quadrat rectangle on ~he 11 viewing scre~n "• 

(iv)(a). The viewing screen a.rid projector were then 

left in this position and the transect i;laniple slides were fed 

through the machine. Only that part of ~he slide image which 

fell within the quadrat rectangle 

(b), Cover has been 

for analysis, 

vegetation , 

which is likely to assist in breaking up the outline of a 
I 

rhino and not necessarily only "that whi1h completely obscur~s 

it; an animal does not have to be compl~tely removed from s~ght 

to be effectively " hidden " by cover. 1onsequently, if any 

vegetation on the sample slide covered any part of a quadrat 
I 

on the viewing screen, that quadrat was !accepted as represent-

ing cover!. ! 

(c), A record sheet with ~00 quadrats correspond-

ing tc thbse marked on the viewing screen, was used tc cataloque 

the results of the cover analysis. As each slide appeared on 

the viewing screen, the area covered by 1the quadrat rectangl'e 

was assessed for approximate cover. If the cover was estimated 

, i ' 
at less than 5Dr• 1 where any 4 cm, quadrat contained vegetat~on 

. I . 
the corresponding quadrat on the record isheet was marked wi~h 

' i 
and " x "; if the cover was estimated a~ greater than 50% 1 ~hose 

quadrats which contained no vegetation viere marked with a " o 11 , 

In this w~ only a maximum of 500 quadrJts out of the total ·600 

had i 
"x's" Jere later added up +id 

to achi~ve a. percentage cover 

to bel marked, The: 110' s" and 
I , 

neces~ary calcula.iions ma.de the 

measurement. See sample photograph in F~g 3. and its assess-

ment in Fig, 5 • , 

When analysing the photographs, the question arose 
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I 

I 
as to whether or not to consider grass (l1 where it occurred ) 

as cover. At the time of the vegetation easurement, half 

the Manzituba habitat had been burnt off; this has been an 

annual occurrence for many years and the area is regularly 

devoid of most of its grass cover from July to December. 
I 

Notwithstanding the fact that rhino do use heavy Hyparrhenia 

grass as cover, when it is available, be~ause this cover is 

not stable and is regularly burnt off in:most areas where it 
I 

occurs during the season of minimum reso~rces, the Hot-Dry 

Season, it is not a reliable or permanen retreat for the 

species and it was therefore decided to xclude grass as a 

meaauremellt of cover. Irrespective of th occurrence of grass 

for cover, however, I have not observed ~hat it strongly affects 

the rhino carrying-capacity of a habitat, like the woody and 

more stable vegetation does; heavy grass1cover must, however, 

' 
not be excluded as a probable variable wten determining possible 

factors influencing carrying capacities in various habitats. 

The grass extant at Sizemba and Chininga!was negligible and 

consequently this problem only applied to Manzituba. 

The results from the photograptic quadrats enabled; 

me to calculate the mean cover measuremetts and the relative! 

cover factors in each ·ofthe vegetation c~tegcries, thicket, 

scrub and woodland, in the three study a~eas 1-

(i). Mean Cover Measurements for eaoh'vegeta;tion category in 

each of the three study areas, was achieyed by adding together 
I 

the percentage measurements from all the lphotographio samples 

in the vegetation type being measured ( 1rrespective of their 

transect distinctions:) and dividing this total by the number 
; ' I 

of photographs used in the calculation. 

(ii). Relative Cover Factors were calcul~ted by multiplying 

the mean cover measurements by the area measurement of the 

respective vegeoation categories, which answer was then 

divided by the area measurement of the a~propriate 
! 

etudy area 

home-range. This reduced the cover facto~s of each vegetation 
I 
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I 

i 
category to a relative number :per squar~ mile, thus :permitting 

direct comparison between the habitats. 

(ii). Population Assessmen.t and :Density Levels. 

Assessment of the rhino :po:pul91tions at Sizemba and 

Chininga was achieved by capturing the bulk of the populations 

( in 1964 & 65 and 1967 & 66, respective~y ) and translocating 

the animals to other areas. The animals, in both these 

populations, which were not caught were,; however, well-known 

individually from numerous unsuccessfUl pontacts during capture 
I i 

operations and I believe that the population figures for these 

I two areas are unquestionably accurate. i 

The rhino at Manzi tuba were obberved by myself and
1 

my European and African staff over a fouk year period ( 1964 -

1968 ). There are only five individuals in this population and 
I . 

all were well-known to observers who regµlarly supplied me with 
! I 

reports concerning their movements. An a~rial count, carried 

out at my request in October,1970, supported my visual ground 

assessment. 

Density Levels for the rhino p9pulations in each 
I 

study area were calculated by dividing the number of animals! 
I 

in each population bythe measured home-r~ge area. Density w~s 

calculated on a basis of numbers of rhin<? per square mile. • 
i 
I . . 

(iii). Method of Correlation between Relative Cover 

Factors and Rhino Po ulation Densities iri the Stu Area.a. 

1 Four graphs were constructed t 

( Relative Cover Factors ) with the rhin6 

I 
in the three study areas. The four graph~ 

correlate the R.C.F 1 s 

population densities 
I 

are identical in 

construction1 three represent 

vegetation categories in each 

the R.C.F,1s found in the 

of the stu.y areas, while 
! 

three 

the 

fourth represents an overall cover evalu~tion in the three 
. I 

study areas derived by adding together t~e R.C.F's of the 

different vegetation categories in the rispective habitats. 

The abscissa on each of these graphs was divided 
' 

into four equal parts and the three cent~al points thus 



created along this axis, were allocated one to each study 

area, Two ordinates were constructed on either end of this 

abscissa, the left one detailing rhino density and the other, 

R,C,F,, Rhino density is represented by a solid line, which 

remains constant in all four graphs and ~he R,C,F, for each 

vegetation category is represented by a rroken line, ( See 

Fig, 8. (a), ( b), ( c) and ( d).), This graphic method reduced th., 

two variates to a proper basis for comparison. 
I 

! 
I 

make a 

Mathematical calculations of tt. e data enabled me t~ 

further correlation, this time be ween the overall 

R,C,F, in each habitat and the amount of
1 

cover available to 

each rhino in the respective areas; this latter fac.tor was 

achieved by dividing the overall R,C,F. in each habitat bythe 
I 

respective rhino population numbers, In this case a simple 

graph was used to show the correlation (See Fig9,), 

(4). Vegetation Frequency Ratings. 

When making distinctions betwe~n the vegetation 
' 

structures in different study areas, or ~he importance of 

some other factor, e.g., the relative fr~quencies to which 
i 

certain vegetation species are subjected! to feeding by rhino 

in different habitats, it has bsen necesisary, in the absence; 

of more detailed data, to allocate an abµndance or frequency] 

value to some observations in order to ~bhieve a degree of 
I 

crude quantitative measurement. In many ~cases such a rating 

is all the accuracy r!)quired to differenltiate between 

observations and it is unlikely that a more accurate measure-

ment would have achieved any better resu~t. 

Table I • details the values 

To explain this more fully, 

' ' of! the rating adopted. 

t1e following examples 

are given. ! 
I 

(i), If a tree species is rat~d " 5 " in a habita~, 

it is a d.ominant or very abundant speci+ in that habitat. 

(ii), If a tree has a feeding !value of " 3 "• it ~s 
I 
I 
I 

' 
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TABLE 1. 

VEGETATION FREQUENCY RATINGS 

RATING ~ 

5 Dominant or Very Abundant 

Common or Abundant! 4 

3 Not uncommon or Frequent 

2 Uncommon or Infreqµent 

1 Rare 
I 

' 



3:0., 

fed upon frequently by the rhino or, 

is not uncommon to find this species 

(iii). Feeding preferences 

in [Mother context, it , 

be~ng fed upon by rhind. 
i • 

in :a habitat, or betwee,n 

habitats, can be compared by using these
1

1 ratings, e.g., If a 

tree has an occurrence rating of 11 3 " i'n a habitat a.Ild a 
I 

feeding value of " 5 1', it will have aJ' eater feeding prefe:rence 

rating tha.Il Mother species whioh has occurrence rating cir 

" 3 ", or more, a.Ild a feeding value of lrss than " 5 "• A 

fee<1ing preference ra~ing, based on this! criterion, was achieved 
I 

for each food species, at Mfurudzi a.Ild Rura, by dividing the 

qua.Iltitative feeding records by the occutrenoe rating of the 

respective vegetation, species in the twolhabitats. 

(5). The Feeding Habits of Rhiho at Mfurudzi and Ru:ya, 

with Comparative Observations from otheriareas in Rhodesia. 

l Rhinos are " stick-browsers " is opposed to " leafi-

browsers" although they do oocasionally]graze when the gras~ 
I 

is new and fresh ( e.g., regenerating gr~ss tussocks after a! 

burn ). The sticks eaten are alive, in t~e case of perennial[ 

woody species, and either alive or dead rd dessicated, in t~e 
case of some annual wJeds. The sizes of iticks eaten vary from 

1 or 2 mm: to 30 mm. in diameter and the} are cleanly cu:b off 
I 

by the rhinos teeth, as opposed to bein( torn off as is the 

case when elepha.Ilt feed, Rhino feeding signs are therefore 

very distinctive a.Ild to 

be easily ,distinguished 

species, but suocessive 

the experienced ~ye they can not only 

from the feedinglsigns of other game, 

feeding signs on[a single bush call b~ 
' detected for the current and preceding tJ.o years, Consequently, 
' 

the detection of fresh feeding signs is rtot difficult, 

QUantitative feeding records w~re kept during the 
I 

Mfurudzi iind Ruys CapW.re Operations, in 1 June, July and Augu.lt, 
' 

1970. These were obta~ned by tabulating he number of stioks I 

and the diifferent vege1tation species fed upoh by the rhino,r~corded 
' ' 

during the' tracking work which preceded apture; only fresh 



observations from the current day's feed! were noted. Records 

consisted only of the actual number of Sfioks bitten off 
I 

while no weight assessment was possible,! the measurement 

provided a method whereby a preference r~ting could be obtained, 

A total of 22 days were spent ~btaining these reco;rds 

during which time an equivalent number of adult rhino were 
I 

tracked, The duration of each day's traciing varied from six 

to ten hours which pe:dod determined the; duration of the time 

spent in recording the feeding data. 

I 
Subjective feeding observation' from other areas 

' 

have been used as a comparison to illust~ate the rhino's 

varied feeding habits and preferences. 

(6)~ The Water Reguirements of Rhino related to 

Diurnal Allibient Temperatures and other o~servation related 

to the Rhino's Drinking Habits, 

No quantitative data are avail~ble on the water 
i 

requirements of rhino, but the nature of lhunting operations 

was such t)lat ;oo - 500 observations on J large number of 
' I 
' ' 
' animals, m·ade over a s1even year period 

I 

in ten localities ,i 

have enabled me to subjectively assess the rhinos pattern of 

drinking habits related to diurnal ambient temperatures. These 

and other observations related to the rh~no's drinking habits 
' I 

are pertinent to a study of this nature, I 
I 

(7). The Rhino's Attitude in Repose 

the Direction of the Wind. 

in Relation to 

Ranges at which rhino were dart:ed at Sizemba were 
I 

nromally between 8 and 1; yards. There war considerable danger 

to the hunter, therefore, and to complicare the problem it 

beceme apparent that rhino always seemed ro lie down with their 

tails facing into the wind thus precluding any possibility of 

and approaQh towards the but~ocks of a 
i 

rerting rhino from 
' 

downwind. This habit was first noticed in! 1964 and subsequent, 

observations from different parts of Rhod indicated that 1 

' 

the habit tas widespre!'-'1, so 
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I 

of this tendency during operations in 197f, 

wring the Mfurudzi and .Ruya oprrations ( 1970 ), 
i 

where hunting conditions permitted analysfs of resting sites, 

the direction in which resting rhino faoef was initially note~. 

After eaohirhino had bjen flushed from itf place of rest, the! 

location itself was exil.mined and a recordlmade of the direction 
' ' 

in whioh the wind ( or breeze ) left the site 1-

(i), A line was drawn on the ground, through the 

middle of the resting site, aligned with the direction 

previously taken up by the longitudinal alis of the rhino's 

body. This ,was easily determined by the i1 tial, visual 
! 

observation and by the spoor indications left in the sandy 

soils normally found in 811.ch sites, 

across the restirtg 
I 

(ii), A second line was then drJ'wn 

and 'so also across the first line , at site ( right-angles t1 

the first l,ine, thus d~viding the resting site into four I 

sectors, Each of these 'quadrants was then ;again divided thus 

reducing the resting site 
i 

to eight syJllillet4ical, radial sectors 

whose centre point was in the centre of the location. Each octant 

was then given a letter identification, ( See Fig 6 • ) • 

(iii), A small ash-bag, contain:i;ng fine white woodash, 

was then he1d over the resting site and a puff of ash was 

released from the ashbag in the centre of the position. The 

sector from which the ash-cloud left the drea was tabulated on 

a record sheet. This process was repeated '.every 10 seconds unt:il 

a total of 25 recordings had been obtaine~ for 
I 
eral 

each site. 

factors whioh 

I A: considerable number tions relating 
I 

directly to the rhino's: distribution, dispbraal and survival 

have been accummulated auring capture operations and these 

have been used to substantiate corroborating observations made 

during 1970, No definite technique was used in making these 

observations other than assiduoua tracking of the animals and 
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industrious recordingo As an example, a: number of observation 

records, quoted as they occurred, appear in 

I 
these are used in support of statements: and 

[ 
in the text. 

Appendix 2., and 

observations made 

·~ 



i 
6, RESULTS. I 

(1). The Basic Environmental Eactors 
i 

which probably 

affected 'the Rhino in. its Past Distribulcn. 

Since 1865, records indicate •hat rhino have 
I 

' I 

occurred in Rhodesia between altitudes of 600 feet and 6,ooo 

feet above sea level ( Roth - 1967 and Surveyor-General - 1965;, 

Their dis:tri buticn covered all rainfall lbel ts from 12 - 16 ins, 
I 

' 
per annum to 40 - 44 ins. per annum ( Rqth - 1967 and Surveyor-

1 

General - 1958). Correlations between t~e past distribution 
I 

(Reth - 1967 ), the present distributio',n ( See Appendix 1., 
' 

Map No. 1.) and the Vegetation Map of th~ Flora Zambesiaca fea 

( Wild and Fernandes - 1967) show that r~ino were associate~ 
with at least fifteen different broad ve~etation types; thesie 

I • ' 

are listed below and the types quoted arie those listed in the 
! 

Flora Zambesiacao In making this oorrela~ion it has been 

accepted that, although the character cfi the vegetation has 
1 

' ' 
been altered by agrioii.ltural practices i~ recent years, there 

I 

has been he general change in the basic regetation climax 
I 

areas in the past 100 years. 

In their past distribution rhi~c have been associated 

with the following vegetation types. 

(i). Thicket, 

(aJ, CcIDIDiphcra -

(ii). Tree Savannah, 

i 
Combret1un 

I 

! 

I 

(type 12,). 

(a). CcIDIDiphora - Ccmbretum (type 46,). 
I 

(bJ, Terminalia sericea (type 47,). 

(c). Acacia spp. (type 481)· 

(dJ. C~lophcspermum (typeiso.). 
: I 

(iii). Woodland and Savannah W~cdland. 
' 

Baikiaea (type 16.). (a). 

(b). Brachystegia spicifomis on Kalahari sands 
! 

(c), BrachYstegia 

I 

! 

spicifcifmis 

(type 19.). 

and 

Julbernardia J1ob6flcra (type 23.), 

I 
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(d). 
I 

Erach.ystegia boehmiJ (type 26,). 

:iirach.ysteda boehmU and 
. I 

(e) • 
I 

Erac)lystegia allenii (type a9.). 

(f), Colophospermum (type 35,J. 

(g). Julbernardia globiflora (type 30.), 
i 

(h). Parinari curatellif lia (type 39.). 

(iv), Scrub Savannah, 

(a). Colophospermum (typ~ 61.), 

(v). Grassland, 

(a), Loudetia (W• 65.)j 
(b). H:yparrhenia (type 6 ,), 

d~stribution i 
occu~red The past shows t'at the species 

in a wide range of environments. 

The present distribution indi~ates that the rhino 

still occurs in a wide range of differett environments but 

they are' now largely confined to areas elow 3 ,OOO feet above 

sea level although some do occur between the 3,000 and 3,500 

:::tN:~:~o:r::1:·:~:::1~:i:~~:
1

::r::r::::e~e:::e:d::6~~;~ 
,, """""' "'''' ,,.,,. '"" ,, ,, .. >•·]~ ,, .. , ( ,,,,,),., 
1,, Map No,1 - 1970 Dmstribution and Surveyor-General - 195~·)1 

and to the broad vegetation belts as fo lows ( Appendix 1., 

Map No,1, - 1970 Distribution and Wild p.nd Fernandes - 1967.). 

(i). Thicket, 

(a;. Commiphora-Combretum (type 12.J. 

(ii). Tree Savannah. 

(a), dolophospermum 
' ' I ' 

(typr 50.).( Gona-re-Zho~ -

re-rntroduced 1969, 70 , 71, ), 

. I 
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(iii), Woodland and Savannah W~odland. 

(a.), Braohystegia boehmii/ and 

llrachystegia allenii (type 29,), 

(b), Julbernardia globiflbra (type 30,), 
' 

(c). Colophospermum (type/ 35, ). 

(iv), Grassland, 

(a), J!yparrhenia (type 67.). 

There are a number of other faictors concerning the 

nature of rhino habitats, which have not1 been measured, but 

which can be discussed objectively 1-

(i), Temperatures In Rhodesia /rhino now occur in 

the hotter parts of the country where temperatures can vary 

between approximately 30°F, and up to 120°F .. Tney seem to 

tolerate i;hese extremes of temperature ~ery well and as the , 

speuies lias occurred in historical time~ from the cold regi9ns 

of Cape Province in ~outh Africa (Le R1ux - pers. comm.), 

throughout hot, tropical Africa aild at cold, high altitudes 
i 

on the ~a.st African mountains (Wood - ~ers. comm,), it is 

I 

doubtful 'if this factor is very importruh in the selection, 
I 

by rhino, of their habitats in this country. 

(ii), Substrate; Rhino habitats occur in a wide 

range of substrate types from the sandy ,i soils associated with 

i 

Commipho~a-Combretum thickets, to the eltreme boulder-stre~ 

slopes of the steep Chipinga escarpment habitat. They appeat 

to live quite happily in fairly broken eountry but tend to 

avoid those areas which are relatively ~ontinuous, broken 
' I 

rock underfoot, Rhino from rocky habitars show uonsiderab1e; 
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wear of their toe-nails and the pads of itheir feet when 
' 

compared with other rhino living in lessl stoney terrain, 

i 
so very rocky country may not be entirel~ suitable for the 

""''''f ·"" "'"''''' ,, species even if they have proved 

be able to occupy such country. 

tiii). Topogj:aphy: Rhino occur' in very flat country 

as well as in the steep and broken terrain associated vri th 

mountain ~Bcarpments and they seem Very rdaptable t.o topographic 

changes even between the observed hot-dr;Y season home-range 

I 
area and the hot-wet season home-range area of a single 

population, e.g., ~he Manzituba population extends its not-

dry season home-range, which is relative y flat, rolling 

country, ~o the broken talus-scarp of th 
' ! 

. i 
Ch~. zarira foothillr 

te,· topography and during the rains, a d4fference in substr 

1,000 feet in altitude. The last rhino in the Chipangayi 

population , on the other .hand, had by fdroe of circumstance, 

adapted itself to 

on the very steep 

a diurnal movement frol' its day-time retreats 

slopes of the broken C, pinga escarpment, to 

the flat valley floor, 1,500 feet below, where it obtained water 

at night, In these examples·, the species iagain shows its 

I 

adaptability bi,lt I believe the less strenjuous existence 
I 

associated with the flatter-type habitat l1s more suitable 
I 

• . I 

The home-ranges Of the three r no populations at 

Sizemba, Chininga and Manzi tuba and the db.,· fferent vegetation 
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:-:-!· 

types in each area, 

in Appendix 1,. The 

have been demarcate~ on Maps No. 2, 3 & 4 

h~me-ranges measureJ 17.83 sq. miles, 

l I 
15.18 sq. miles and 31.61 sq, miles, respectively. In these 

habitats, the respective home-ranges we~e further subdivided 

to measure the different vegetation categories :-

(i). Sizembao 

(a), Thicket, 

"1' 
sq. mileso- ( 28 % i~· 

I 

(b). Scrub. 5. 9 sq. miles. ( 30 % I>. 
I 

to), Woodland. 7.~5 sq, miles. ( 42 7S i) o 

(ii). Chininga, 

(a)• Thicket. 

'·r 
sq. miles. ( 14 % ). 

I 

(b). sbrub. 6. 4 sq, miles, ( 43 % i). 

(c) • Woodland. 6.54 sq. mile so ( 43 % ). 

(iii). Manzituba, 

(a)• Thicket. 

,::r 
sq, miles. ( 0 7• ). 

(bJ. 8orub. sq. miles. ( 52 % ). 

(c) • Woodland. 15. 0 sq. miles. ( 48 % ). 

~hese results have been tabulated with other data , 
I 

(b). ' 
i and can be found in column of Tab]e 2 .. 
! 

One Point 

'"'u'"" 'u""'"" ''t"''""'' heref It 

will be rioted that at' Chininga the vege ation categories of 

i 

" scrub 0 - and 11 woodl;and 11 are of an eqi.\al amount. This was 

the result of both categories being interspersed with each 

other in such small units, generally, that they were indistiAgUish-

able, accurately, on the aerial mosaic hotographs even with 
I 

i 

a ground check, An assessment on the gr and an appraisal 

of the aerial mosaics showed that there,was an approximate 

" 
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I 

equal ameunt of each oategory in the ha'.b1 tat and consequent~y 
' 

the balance of the m~asured home-range ea ( after the 

' ! ' 

• thicket " area had!been deducted ) wa divided equally 
! 

between ihese two categories. 

I considered that it was necessary to show further 

distinction between the vegetation catetories of the three 

study areas but they were so dissimilarlin many ways that 

I 
suitable parameters were difficult to f~nd. Rather than try 

I 

I 

to completely align the different vegetation types, therefo1e, 

' """'to_,, ~'"'-•"'' oooo~~j """'" o£ too 
vegetation in these habitats and to all~w this record to 

stand without attempi;ing to quantitativJly analyse the resul'ts. 

As explai~ed in the description of the study areas, the 

I 

11 scrub "'at Sizemba and Chininga is mor~ closely aligned 

with the Colophospermum woodland parts ot the same habitats, 

than any other vegetation type .listed ini the Flora Zambesiac,. 
! 

' 
' 

(Wild & Fernandes - 1967.), and that th~ 11 scrub 11 at 

Manzituba is, 1n reality, aecimated Julb~rnardia/Brach_ystegia 
i 

boehmii woodland which 1s also represent 1 d in its climax forf 

in the same habitat. 

chosen to1record the 

~o broad oategori• 

occurrence of the 2 

were therefore 
' I 

major species in 

the three !habitats, viz., at Sizemba an<! Chininga " tlti.cket • 

and • ope~ 11 were selected an<! at Manzi I ba " woodland 11 and 

I 

n Open II Were ChOBen; 'height reoordingB f ) 6m. and (6m. 

represent 1,an arbitrary measurement grel'-t r of' lesser than 
: . 

b meters in height. (see Table 3.) 

Ratings in all these 
I 

assessments 
i as per Table 1 •• 



areas of 
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I 
TABLE 3 

I 

!A comparisol'.\ of the vegetation Jin the three study 

Sizemba, Chi~inga and Manzitubai Only 25 of the 

' ! most commo·n species are included. 

Ratings as detailed in Table 

SIZE!1BA (CHININGA Jf!A.NZI TUBA 

1hli Open T~t Open .¥[d:t.d Open --,-

' SPECIES (6m /6m (6m >om . <.om )6m ,6m )6m (6m )6m '<6m >6m 

. 
Acacia 

I 

tortillis. - - 2 1 - - 2 2 - - I - -
' 

Adansonia 

digi ta ta. - 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 - - - 1 

Berchemia 

discolor. 1 3 - - - - - 1 - - - -
Boscia 

albitrunca. I 3 - - - 3 - - - - - - -
Boscia 

matabelensis. 2 - 4 - 2 - 4 - - - - -
Brachystegia 

boehmii. - - - - - - - - 3 5 5 1 

Burke a . 

africanf• - - - - - - - - 2 3 3 1 

Colophosp!"rmum 

mopane.' 1 3 5 5 2 4 5 5 - - 2 3 
Combretum 

apiculatum. 5 - 3 - 5 -
' 

3 - - - 1 -
' Combretum 

elaeagnoides. 5 - 3 - 5 - 3 - - - 1 -
Combretum 

fragrans. - - - - - - - - - - 3 -
' 

Commiphorf. . 

spp. • 5 3 3 2 5 3 3 2 - - - -
Diospyros 

quiloensis. 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 1 - 1 -
Gardenia 

resiniflua. 1 - 2 - 3, - 5 - - - - -
Guibortia) 

oonjuga)ta. - - - - 1 3' - - - - - -
JulbernaaJia 

globiflora. - - - - - - 1 1 3 5 5 1 

Parinari 

curatellifolia. - - - - - - - - 2 3 2 2 

Periconsis • 

!(·. 



Diospyros 

quiloensis .. 

Gardenia 

resini!lu~. 
! 

Guibortia 

conjugata. 

Julbernadia 

globiflora. 

Parinari 

curatellifolia . 
Pericopsis 

angolensi&. 

Popowia 

obovata. 

Pseudolachnostyl 

maproune~olia 

Pteleopsis 

anisoptera. 

Pterocarpus 

angolensis:. 

Pterocarpus 

antunesii. 

Strychnos 

i-nnocua. 

Terminalia 

prunoides. 

is 

• 

3 
. 

1 

1 -
' 

-

i 
. 

-
3 

-

4 

-
2 . 

4 
I 

-

2 3 1 

- 2 -

- - -

- - -

- - -
- - -
- - -

- - -
2 - -

- - -

3 - -
2 2 -
- 4 -

3 1, 3 1 1 -
3 . 5 - - -

i 

1 : - - - -
' 

- ~· 1 1 3 5 

I 
i 

- ~ - - 2 3 

- .. - - 2 3 
i 

i 

4 ! 2 - - -

- ~ - - 5 1 

I 
3 

1 
- - - -

1 - - 1 2 
I 
i 
! 

2 ~ - - - -
4 ~ 2 - - -

I 
- -1 4 - - -

' 
' 

Commiphora - Combretum Thicket.

1 

~pen categor~ of habitat. At Siremba and Chininga 

this is described as Colophospekmum Rock Scrub and 
I 

1 

I 
i 

l 
5 

2 

2 

-

f 
' 
I 

-

-
' 
' 

~. 

-

ColophospermUro. Woodland; at Man~ituba, 
' 
' ' 

as Decimated~ 

Julbernadia Woodland. 

i 

. Woodland. 

(6m = Less than 6 ~etres in height. 

)6m = Greater than 6 metres in height. 

-
-

-

1 

2 

2 

-

-
-

-
-

-
-
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40. 

, (3). The Measurement e Cover Faotors at 

Sizemba Chinin a andiManzituba· on' Assessment a.ml 

Density Levels; and Cbrrelations between these Factors. 

(i). Cover. 

The resul;ts of the lateral oo~er measurement obtained 

by the photographio technique are oontai~ed in Table 4 ,, 

together with the statistical treatment bf these figures. 

Calculated Confidence Intervals at the 95% probability level,,, 

' 

qualifying the mean values obtained, are shown in Fig 7 • • I 

The measurements of 79,75'1> and 52~80%, respeotivelf' 

show the 1elative differences resultant rom the dissimilar I 
I ' 

character of the Commiphora-Comhretum t cket at Sizemba and' 

Chininga, whioh were explained in the deeoription of these two 

I study areas. This adequately demonstrater the differenoes 

assooiated with the thicket oover whioh ~enderad these two 
I 

areas worthy of comparative analysis al t~ough they are other'
' 

wise of a descriptively similar vegetatiye nature, 

,The relative differences betwe n the vegetation 
' 

categories in all three study areas, as hown in Fig 7 , , 

demonstrates that the major distinction etween them is 

i 
related to the cover provided by " thicket "• The differences 

I 

in cover $1'forded by ~he 
I 

" scrub " and " woodland " categories 
I , 

are rende~ed unimportant 
I 

by reason of th ir oomparable 

measurements and overlapping confidenoe interaais. 

The relative cover 

I 

factors oal~ulated from 
I 

the 

cover mea~urements of the different vege~ation categories 

' I in the three study areas and the respect,ive area measurements 
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' . 
of these vegetation types, are containediin column (c)., of 

Table 2 •• These will be brought into petspective when 

correlations are made later in the papert 

(ii). Population AssessJDenta id Density Levels. 

As previously explained ( p.2~), the rhino 

population figures 

known at the start 

for Si1emba and Chini~a were already 

of :the study, as a re~ul t of capture 

operations conducted in 1964 & 65 and 1967 & 68, respec,tively. 

The population figures are 42 and 15, respectively, and a 

breakdown of these numbers, into sex and 
1
age classifications,, 

is contained in Table .5 • • I 

I 
Manzituba is the heart of the Ghizarira Game Reser{e 

I 
and the population there was well-known 9ver the four year 

period, 1965 - 68. In 1967 there was a yo~ng bull, an old bu)il, 

I ' 

a cow and a large heifer calf. The follo"i!ng year the cow anai 
I 

her calf separated when a new calf was bo!rn and an immigrant 

subadult cow was notio&d in the home-rJ area, but it is no.t 
I 

known if this animal took up residence as~ no further record of 

her came to light. In 1969 the old bull died ( Wright - pers. 
I 

comm.) and1Williams ( pers. comm,) estimtes the resident 

population in 1970 to be 5 or 6 with a poFsible further two 
I 

animals from adjacent populations sharing!waterholes on the 
I 

periphery of the home-range. 

The Manzituba population was eh eked in 1970, but 
' 

I only actually saw the old cow and her ' 

Department'o£ NationaljParks & Wild Life. 

month old calf• Thfi 
. . I 

I 
agement assisted I 



41.(a). 
Table S 

SIZEMBA CHININGA 

Ca12tured 

Adult bulls 16 5 

Adult cows 14 4 

Subadult bulls 2 -
Subadult cows 1 2 

Calves - bulls - 1* 

Calves - cows 5 1 

Not Ca12tured 

.Adult bulls 1 1 

Adult cows 2 -
Subadult bulls - -
Subadult cows 1 -
Calves - bulls - -
Calves - cows - 1 

• 

' ' ' ! TOTAL 42 15 
! 

* Found dead (See observation 6, Appendix 2) 



i. 
I 

42. 

I 
me by £lying a special aerial survey otl the 

I 

Manzi tuba area 

to check my ground assessment figures& ~he £light was carried 
I 

i 

out by the pilot and an observer on the!5th October, 1970, in 
I 

a PA 18 Super Cub Aircra£t. The Chizariia is very open country 

with little continuous canopy in the woodland area,with 

practically no understory,and at the ti~e ot the count mu oh 

I 
ot the area ( o. 70%) had been burnt ot • As the count was 

undertaken in such a :small area, under: uoh: open conditions 

and at a time ot day ( during the late ternoon ) when the 

rhino are: normally teeding in the open, l'I expected 

I ' count. However, only three animals were joounted in 

a 100% 

the main 

habitat area and a further single animal! in the vicinity 0£ 

a waterhole on the edge ot the home-range area, which may 
i 

i 
or may not have been part 0£ the study ~oup. Despite my 

I I 

optimism tor an accurate oount under sue[ good conditions, l 
Goddard (1967) states • Even under them st ideal conditions 

1, 

onl350'f. ot the (Rhino) population was det cted by observers in 
j 

an airora£t •, so it is felt that the aefial count did give 

support to my ground estimate 0£ 5 anim,s, 

':The overall itigures tor the rhino populations in 
I 

, I I 

the three study areas 'are contained in oqlumn (d). ot Table 2 •• 

Density levels were achieved by dividinglthe population figures 

by the relative area measurements 0£ the 
1

!three study areas, 
i 

which reduced them to a relative number 9t rhinos per square 

and 

mile1 these figures are 2.3, 1.0 and 0,2 :rhinos per square 

mile tor Sizemba, Chininga and Manzituba,I respectively, 

are contained in column (e)., 0£ Table J •• 
I 



43, 

(.:lii)o Correlations 
I 

between Relative Cover Factors 

and Population Density Levels, 

Correlations between the Rela~ive Cover Factors in 
I 

each study area, ooneidered separately tor each vegetation I 
category ;and jointly as an overall habilat assessment, appef 

in Fig 8 ,(a),(b),(c) & (d),, 

The correlation between rhino density and Thicket 

R,C,F, pr

1

oved highly ;signii'icant with a [oorrelation coefficient 

of +0.997'5 giving a p~obability for a p~rfect positive 

correlation greater than 99%. Similar correlations between 

rhino densities and Scrub, Woodland and Overall R.C.F.s, gave 

respective coefficients of -0.01346 ( p ~)0.1), + 0,8782 
I 

( p -)0.1) and+ 0.9546 ( p -(0.05). or these, only the 

correlation made using the Overall R,C,F~ 1 is within the acceptable • 
I . 
I 

I 
95% significanoe level, but in view of tpe poor correlations! 

made in the Scrub and Woodland categorief' it can be seen that 

I 

the signifioance level•, achieved with thelOverall R,C.F. was 

only possible as a direct result of the tigh signifioance 

attached to the Thicket R.C.F. correlation. This demonstrates 

the influence that Thicket cover has in determining the rhino 

carrying capacity of a habitat. 

:However, irrespective of the I 
.:l~portance of thicketi 

cover in a rhino habitat, the fact that ~hino live in habitats 

completely devoid of thicket, e.g., Mandtuba, indicates that 
I 

the other cover factors may be of some i~portanoe too, 

l 
Consequently a further correlation was maide between the 

Overall R,C:.F, in eaohi stu~·· area and th 
1

, t ..., ~ am911n of cover 
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available. to each rhino in the respecti~e habitats; for this 

calculati~n, as a result of the populat~on density at 

Manzituba being so low, the more accurate density figure of 

0.16 rhino/sq.mile, as opposed to the 0.,2 rhino/sq.mile given 

elsewhere in the paper, was applied. The R.C.F./Rhino for each 

habitat is contained in column (f)., of Table 2 •• The 

correlation resulted in a coefficient of· - 0,9881 with a 

probability for a perfect negative corre'.l.ation greater than 

i 

98% ( See Fig 9 • ) • The significance of jthe inverse relatioz\ship 

between these two variates will be explaiined later. 
i 

(4). Difference in Habitat Ut~lization by the Sexes 
! 

at Sizemba. 

Dllring the 1964 capture operation at Sizemba, it 

became apparent that the animals in the population occupied 

their habitat in a definite pattern. Bul'.l.s were confined 

entirely to thicket during the day and s'ometimes solitary 

adult cows, or cows with large calves, ..:ere found in the same 

type of cover. Heavily pregnant cows ana: those with small calves, 

however, were found in the open part of ithe habitat where they 

shade of baobabs ( Adansoniia 

See Fi~ 10. ( Details extrac'ted 

from 1964/65 Diaries, Fothergill & Tliomsion.). 

digitata ) or other large trees. 

spent the heat of the day in the 

This behaviour is completely contrary to that of the 

cows and calves at Hluhluwe ( Natal ). ~tchins ( pars.comm,) 

states " It appears that females with vef'y small calves are 

almost entirely confined to thioket for ,~pp:roxima.tely the f&-st 

four months after the calf is born "• I believe that, because 
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of the ~portance attached to the rhino s requirement for 

thicket, Hitchin's observations are probably more likely to 

be the norm so why should the Sizemba population be so 

completely different? 

Upon examination of the environmental factors in the 

two habitat areas, there appear to be two main differences; the 

presence of White Rhino ( Ceratotherium :simum.) and the absence 

of elephant ( Loxodonta afrioana.) at H1uhluwe and the opposite 

at Sizemba. See Table 6 •• Hitchins ( pe,rs,comm.) confirms that 

i 

there is little or no interspecific comp!eti tion between the 

black and white rhino whilst at Sizemba there was evidence to 

suggest a degree of competition for diu171al retreats between 
I 

the rhino and the elephant, A state of tblerance was, however, 

e achieved between the rhino bulls and the' e:J,;i>hant in most cases. 

A binomial Chi-square test, based on the data in 

Fig I O., showed a highly significant difference in the dispersion 

of the sexes in the habitat, which suggerts, in view of Hitcfin1 s 

observations,that a reason must exist fo~ this distribution.(The 
j 
! 

eh-square test calculation oan be found in Appendix 3 .). 
I 

' Although Hluhluwe is subjected, to certain tourist 

and Sizemba is not, 
i 

pressures the fact t'at cows at Sizemba 
! 

were reluotant to move back into the thicket except under 

extreme hunting pressure, suggests that man's presence was 

not involved. There was also no evidence to suggest inter-

sexual competition for diurnal resting sites which, in any 

case were not in short supply. Elephant were seen to disturb 

rhino bulls on several occasions, however, and its is probable 

~ 



45, (a). Table .G. 

Environmental :!!"'actors likely to ·affiect· the Dispersion of Black 

Rhino in the Habitats of Hluhluwe G:ame heserve, Natal and 

Sizemba 1 Rhodesia. 

HLUHtUWE 
' 

FACTOR ~IZEMBA REMARKS 

' 
Habitat i 

Thicket Extensive Exten:slve 

Open Country Extensive Exten:sive 

Other S12ecies 

Elephant 
' 

Numerous Ni> 10/sci.mile 

(approx,) 

Vlhi te Rhino Hil Numerous 5/sci.mile 

:Buffalo Numerous Numerous 

Lion Present* Present+ * u. 3/s<;t•mile 
+ o.s/sci.mile 

Hyena Numerous* Numerpus + 
* 2/sci.mile 

i 

(approx.) 

+ it Extremely 

numerous 11 

General Game Plentiful Plentiful 



that the high elephant population, resulting in over-numerous 

and disturbing contacts with rhino cows and their small calves, 

induced them to seek resting sites not normally frequented by 
I 

elephant. As the elephant were alw"V"S in the thicket during 

the heat of eaoh d.._,,., this would have fbrced the rhino cows to 

seek sanctuary in more open si tuationso, 

I 

(B)• The Feeding Habits of Rhino at Mfurudzi and Ru,ya 

'· 

with Com arative Obs rva.tions from othe areas in Rhodesia.., 

I 

Observations on the feeding habits of rhino in 

i 

Rhodesia indicate that the species has ~ wide range of feediftng 

preferences, A quantitative assessment of the feeding habits 

of the two populations captured at Mfurudzi and Ruya, obtained 

over a period of 22 d"V"S when 22 adult rhino were tracked for 

from 6 to 10 hours each d.._,,. and their food intake recorded, is 

contained in Table 7 , , and shows that Dlplorh,ynchus cond.yloca.FJ?on 

is by far the most favoured feed in both' these areas1 this 

species is also ea.ten in a '·' toasted " s
1
fate after veld-fire~ 

i''· have burnt out an area. At Mfurudzi this preference was 

followed by Grewia spp., Dalbergia. melano?!Ylon and then 

Bauhinia. petersiana. whilst on the Ruya t~e second preference 

was Ficus ca.prea.efolia; D. melanox;ylon aiid B.petersiana did 

not feature in the rhinos diet at all on the Ruya, probably 

the result of their less frequent occurr~nce there. On the other 

hand, the Ruya record of F,capreaefolia related to part of a 

single rhino's feed during one night and it does not necessarily 

reflect a true preference, 

Some pertinent facts emerge when this information 
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46, (a), I Table 7 . 
A complete record of feeding observations at Mfurudzi and 
on the Ruya in the north-east of Rhodesia, 'June - August 1970, 

' 

M F U R U :U: ~ I, R U Y Ao 
i 

F.O. o.c. iP.R. F.O. o.c .. P.R. 

Acacia gerrardii. 12 2 6 47 11 47 
Acacia macrothursa, - ,, 0 5 3 2 
Acacia schweinfurthii, 36 1 36 - 1 0 
Albizia amara, 8 2 4 - 1 0 
Alternanthera nodiflora, 20 1 20 - - 0 
Bauhinia petersiana, 155 3 52 - 1 0 
Brachystegia boehmii. 1 5 1 - - 0 
Cassia singueana, 61 2 31 - - 0 
Colophospermum 'mopane, - 2 0 25 5 5 
Combretum1.elaea;gnoides. 20 2 10 10 3 3 
Combretum apicU:latum. 10 2 5 33 3 11 
Combretum fragrans. 66 2 33 - 1 0 
Combretum hereroensi. - 1 0 5 2 3 
Combretum imberbe, 14 2 1 18 2 9 
Combretum mossambicense. 65 2 33 4 3 1 
Croaaopteryx febrifuga. - - 0 2 1 2 
Dalbergia melanoxylon. 112 2 56 - 1 0 
Dictrostachys cinerea, 11 1 11 - 2 0 
Dioapyroa quiloensis, 53 1 53 - 1 0 
Diplorhynchus condylocarpon. 623 3 !208 1001 3 334 
Disperma crenatum 111 3 37 43 2 22 
Euphorbia cooperi. 15 1 15 - 2 0 
Euphorbia ingens, 16 1 16 - 1 0 
Euphorbia sp .. 32 1 32 - - 0 
Eminia antennulifera. 20 1 20 10 1 10 
Ficus capreaefolia. - - 0 250 1 250 
Flacourtia indioa, 10 2 5 - - 0 
Gardenia jovia-tonantia. 3 1 3 - - 0 
Gardenia resiniflua, - 1 0 8 1 8 
Grewia spp., 115 2 58 51 2 26 
Julbernardia globiflora. 31 5 6 - 5 0 
Lonchocarpus capaasa. 15 1 15 - 1 0 
Fhyllathus reticulatua, - - 0 15 1 15 
Fterocarpua rotundifolius. 5 3 2 - 4 0 
Fopowia obovata, 24 2 12 - 2 0 
Rhus quartiniana. 10 1 10 24 1 24 
Ricinus communis, - - 0 12 1 12 
Securidaca longipendunculata, - 1 0 16 1 16 
Securinega viroaa, 
Solanum incanum. 
Steganotaenia araliacea, 
Strychnos madagascariensis, 
Strychnos atuhlmannii, 

F.o. 
o.c. 

P.R. 

- - 0 23 1 23 
23 2 i 12 - 1 0 
35 1 35 8 1 8 
27 3 9 - 2 0 

2 1 2 - - 0 

Number of actual feeding obse~vation reeords, 
Occurrence rating of the species in the 
habitat area, ! 

Feeding preferencelrating. This was ob-l;ained 
by dividing the actual number of feeding 
observation record~ ( F.O, ) by the occurrence 
rating of the species in the habitat area 
(o.c.). I 
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is compared with observations from othek localities, e.g., 

D.condylocarpon does not occur in the Sizemba habitat at all, 

only sporadically at Chininga but is fairly common at Manzituba; 

Erachystegia boehmii and Julbernardia globiflora are dominants 

ant Manzituba and have an equivalent occurrence rating at 

Mfurudzi, but in the latter area they r~fleot only a very small 

portion of the rhino's diet whilst at M.(iizituba they are highly 

favoured. This discrepancy is difficult ,to explain; rhino 

populations in both areas were 

one area could not have biased 

light so lforce of numbers in 

the find~ngs; Manzituba,however, 

has a much higher water table than M.furudzi, with sponges and 

springs a common occurrence ( which is not the case at Mfurudzi ) 

so perhaps the vegetation at Manzituba has a higher general 

water content which might influence palatability. 

Certain species, e.g., DiplorhNnchus oond.vlocarpo~, 
' ' 
l 

Diospyros. guiloensis, Euphorbia cooperi r, nd Euphorbia ingens1 

generally show a high preference rating C 3 + ) wherever they 

occur in rhino habitats1 all these are highly succulent. In 

this context it should be pointed out th~t all feeding data 
i 

were collected during,the dry season andlwhen feeding preferences 

are subjectively compared with the other vegetation occurring 

in a habitat, it is generally found that they are amongst the 

most succulent available in the habi tat1 'it may be found that 

feeding preferences become broader during the xmins when 

succulence in most p~ants is high. It has been observed, however, 

I 

that the annual weed Disperma crenatum i~ also eaten during 

dry season when it is completely des sic a tea. and dead. 

I 

1lhe 
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Samples of the 18 principal food species were 

collected at MfUrudzi and Ruya in 1970 and despatched to the 

Department of Research and Specialist Services for analysis1, 
! 

The samples were first wind-dried in the field and then oven• 

I 

dried in the laboratory before being tested for % Ash; 

% Crude Frotein1 % Ether Extract(F:at)1 % Crude Fibre; 

I 

% Carbohydrate1 % Calcium; and % Fhosphrrus. No oorrelation 

I 
could be.made between the results and f~eding preferences 

which brings to our attention the only other major factor 

which was not analysed, % Moisture; this again indicates that 

it is this which is the probable important factor influencing 

feeding preference. 

Inconsistencies were noted in feeding habits of 

rhino in different areas. Colophospermu!n m~pane •s by far the 

most common and widespread vegetation +ecies in the Sizem~a, 

Chininga, Tenda and Fohwe habitats and !it is well represented 

in all the other habitats in which feeding observations were 

made and yet I only once recorded a single stick being eaten 

by any rhino living in these areas, at Sizemba in 1965. However, 

records from Dindi in the Mrewa District show that this species 

was fed upon heavily in preference to Jl, condylocarpon ( Coetsee 
! 

and Peek - pers, comm. 1970.), and observations from the 

Gona-re-Zhou show that C,mopane was one of the first species 

to be fed upon by rhino released into the area and now twelve 

months and more after release, these same rhino continue to 

feed on C.mopane. 
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Other interesting observations illustrating the 
! 

rhino's range of food species come from Binga where two animals 

were observed feeding heavily on the water-lily, lfymphaea 

oalliantha, in a pan in the Chizarira G.ime Reserve( R.ThomsJn -
I I 

pers.comm.); I also recorded rhino at Sfzemba feeding on the 

Kariba Weed, Salvinia auriculata, on several occasions. To obtain 

both these sources of food the rhino w1ed into the water 

until it reached their chest whereupon ,hey moved about amongst 

the plants eating them with apparent relish. 

Grass rarely features in a rhino's diet but 

observations at Tended in 1969 showed tqat a regenerating 

Hyparrhenia sp-o, emerging from tussooks after a complete burn 

earlier in the season, was much favoure4 by an individual on 

several occasions, In 1967 I observed a rhino on Manzi tuba 

feeding heavily on the sedge, 

after the first rains when the sedge-bed was some 9 inches tall 

and regenerating after a complete burn; ;this animal consumed 

vast quantities of this species spending several hours moving 

through the vlei. When I visited Pretoria Zoo in 1970, I saw 

a rhino eating, with apparent relish, the 'grass Cynodon dactylon, 

which was growing in its enclosure and whilst this observation 

is from completely unnatural conditions, it nevertheless 

demonstrates versatility in the 

All observations from 

rhino 1 sifeeding habits, 
I 

i 
throughdut Rhodesia indicate 

! 

that during the hot-dry season, rhino Slfe principally nooturnal 
' 

feeders; a certain amount of feeding is done in the early 

mornings and late afternoons but duringithe day it is 
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neglible. The period 8 a.m. to 4 p.m, 

I 
I 
' i 

ils normally takem up 

with resting although frequent rest periods also occur during 

the night, During the hot-wet and oold-dry seasons, when 

temperatures are not ~o great, feeding ~ay occur right 
' 

throughout the da;y and night with regular short rest periods 

interspersed throughout the 24 hours1 these details were 

obtained as a result of tracking interpretalions made during 

i 

the different seasons, Observations on iaptured rhino in thr 

that their feeding and rerting periods altar pens indicate 

little in captivity and, as in the field, vary according to 

the temperature and the weather. 

Wherever rhino live in association with thicket, 

feeding is often carried out on the ecotones within the thicket, 

i.e., on and around termite mounds, along streams ( if they 

occur ) and along the thicket edge, but 1 the bulk of the rhino's 

feeding occurs at night, often in the m0st open part of the 

adjacent woodland or hillside, and ofte~ several miles from 

their diurnal retreats. Although the principal component 

species of the thicket are often eaten, it is pertinent to 

record that the main feeding period, 4 v.m. to 8 a.m., is 

normally spent in nearby open country and consequently I believe 

that in Rhodesia, the deciduous COmmiphOra-Combretum thickets, 
' 
I 

with which the rhino is generally associated, are not necessarily 

important to the animal as feeding areas. 

On a visit to the Addo National Park ( Cape Province ) 

in late 1969, I observed four of the eight resident rhino 

i 

feeding in the open at 5 p.m .. I learnt I that if one wanted 'to 
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see these anaimals the best time is in the early morning or 

late afternoon " when the rhino are out .of the extremely 
i 

I 

dense thicket and feeding in the open 11 ~Le Roux - pers. 

comm.). Schenkel ( 1969) records a simil feeding habit in 
/ 

East Africa, but in Hluhluwe Game Reserve ( Natal ) the 

situation is apparently completely diffe[' ent. In this latter 

area one of the major thicket components, Acacia karoo, is a 

highly prefe:t'Jled food~species and the bu k of the feeding 

occurs within the thicket complex ( Hitchins - pers. comm.), 

The period during which the rhino feed and the variation in 

feeding times with the season, however, appear to vary little 

in Hluhluwe from those noticed in Rhodesia. 

Schonkel (1969) has listed the species of plants 

which are eaten by rhino in the Tsavo Na~ional Park ( Kenya ) 

and it is of interest to note that of the 70 species listed, 

only three, Acacia tortillis, Solanum inbanum and Grewia villosa, 

have been recorded in the Rhodesian rhinos diet. However, 

species of the same genera, Bauhinia spp., Commiphora spp., 

Grewia spp!, Disperma spp., Euphorbia SPB•• Strychnos spp. and 

Xeromphis.spp. are fed upon in both EastiAfrica and in Rhodesia, 

Of the ten species listed by Schenkel as preferred foods in 

East Africa, none at all appear in the Rhodesian rhinos diet 

and only one, Bauhinia taitensis, falls within the same genus 

! 

of plants recorded as being fed upon by fhino in this oount'"f, 

' 

Rhino are obviously very adaptj1.ble to a variety of'I 

diets and emphasis on known food spec1esloccurrence is probably 

of minor importance when assessing rhino' habitats, 



(6), The Water Reguirements 011 Rhino related to 
I 

Diurnal Ambient Temperatures and other F!ertinent Observations, 

Schenkel (1969) observes that during the dl:y season, 

i 

the occurrence of surface water will oojtribute towards the 

determination of a rhino's home-range buit that when living 

in a feeding area far from water, a rhino cannot drink every 

evening because of its other activities,, i.e., feeding, resting, 
i 
I 

wallowing, sleeping e;tc,, and must, ther:efore, be able to 

remain without water for several days, He accepts that a rhino 

will go without water for periods of " 4 to 5 and perhaps 

even 6 days " but unfortunately he makes; no mention of ambient 

I 
temperatures when describing this activity. 

My hunting programme, as a member of the Rhodesian 

rhino capture team ( 1964 - 70,), was normally orientated about 

existing waterholes in the habitat and before dawn each dey, 

tracker teams were despatched to check a1ll waterholes in the 
I 

area and rhinos which had made use of surh water supplies were 

tracked from their place of watering as soon as the trackers 

had reported back; at distant waterholes, trackers actually 

camped nearby and either returned to bass eaoh morning, or 
l 
i 

radioed back their reports when a radio was available, This 

constant supply of reports provided a unique opportunity for 

study into the rhino's daily rythm and especially their 

programme to and from water, Consequently, although my 

I 

observations are only subjective, I belitve a 

interpretation can be placed upon 
I 

the rhfno•s 
I 

i 

this regard, than that offered by Schenk~l. 

different 

daily rythm in 
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I 

In all areas where I have encountered(~ rhino in 

Rhodesia, they remain without water for :periods up to 5 days 

at a stretch, only du:ring the cool wint1r months but, as w~er 

weather progresses,the interval betweenjtheir visits to water 

becomes shorter until, by mid-August, they are normally watering 

daily and only on those infequent days when the weather is 

cooler do they alter this daily activity. In September and 

October, when shade temperatures in most rhino habitats are 

well over 100°F. and often above 110°F,, the rhino become 

distressed if they do not obtain water daily and on several 

occasions, when the animals were disturb,ed by the presence of 

a night-capture team at the waterhole, !hey were found the 

next morning to have proceeded directly ,to another waterhole 

right at the other end of the habitat, However, if similarly 

disturbed during the winter months, up to about mid-August, 

! 

when temperatures are not high, they diclJ, not seem unduly 

ooncerhed and merely missed that night's drink and returned 

the following night ( unsuccessful night-hunts were norwally 

followed up by a conventional day-hunt.), There were no 

observations to oonfirm that rhino, either willingl;jf; or 

unwillingly, went without daily water duling 

hot-dry season. 

the peak of the' 

Schenkel suggests 

from water is datermined by 

that the rhibo•a movement to 

its programmle of other daily 

' i 

an~ 

activities, however, he later states tha't climatic oondittons 

such as temperature, irradiation, wind and humidity also play 

an important role in determining the length of the period 



awa:y from water. 

Rhino sweat profusely, particularly under stress, 

and if flushed continuously during the da:y will turn quite 

black from the moisture as a result. When under the influence 
! 

of immobilising drugs, if the chase ha~ been strenµous and 

ambient temperatures high, the sweat literally pours off 

their bodies. The rhino's sweat glands, therefore, are very 
I 

active and the animal undoubtedly loses large quantities of 

body fluid during normal daily 

In contradiction of Sohenkel's 

aotivitiles in 

obse:rvat~ons, 

the hot-dry season. 

therefore, all my 

observations indicate that the Rhodesian rhino's daily pro-

gramme is modefied to comply with it's water requirements, 

An interesting observation came from Chipanga:yi where 

the laso of the two surviving cows of that population was 

captured in November, 1969, This animal had taken up residence 

on the slopes and peaks of the Chipingal escarpment and 

observations suggested that she was able to go for extraordinary 

period without recourse to water, She had a heavy feeding 
I 

preference for Eu.phorbia oooperi and E,lingena, which were ' 

prolific on the slopes of her mountain habitat,and it is believed 

that the xylem of these species was sufficiently succulent to 

maintain her body water balance during most seasons, Unfortunately 

full records of her watering cycle during the hot-dry season 

are not available although it is known that she did frequently 

visit waterholes during thesperiod. However, there is a 

possibility that this rhino may have been able to extend the 
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interval between visits to water, even at the hottest time f 

the year, as a result of her diet. 

During the winter months rhin? have been tracked 

for distances of 20 - 25 Kilometers fro* their places of 

watering. However, during the hot-dry season they usually remain 

within 5 kms. of the waterholes but occasionally they have been 

known to extend this to 10 kms •• This change in their habits 

is probably as a result of the rhinos greater dependence on 

water during the hotter months. 

At Chininga, permanent pools in the river provided 

the main source of water for the rhino ~opulation and during 

i 

the winter months the home-range extended east and west of the 
I ; 
i • 

river over an area of approximately 45 square miles. Howeve~, 
! . 
! 

I 

during the hot-dry season, this was reduced to 15 sq.miles, 

only to the wast of the river, and as the principal waterholes 

were located in the riverbed, this bias for only one side of 

the river suggests that water is not the only criterion in 

determination of home-range. The·most ol:ivious difference 

between the country on either side ol the river is the lack 

of cover on the east side, partioularly !noticeable during the 

hot-dry season, which suggests that thisi factor also plays an 

i 

important role in the determination of ~ome-range. ( See Fis! 11 •) • 
I I 

! 
On five or six occasions rhinoi have been recorded 

digging iil the sands of river-beds for water and on two 

occasions an individual from the Chininga population reached 

a depth of approximately 3 feet before reaching water, when 

a small pool of water existed only 100 meters downstream, The 
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Hot-Dry season home-range of the Chininga Black Rhino population and 

extension during the hot-wet and cold-dry seasons. 

N 

waterholes ::;::::> -- ;· 
!------.--------------·--·---· 

/~~ 

Hot-wet and cold-dry 

set' son~ home-range 

ex ension. 1 

~O sq.miles (approx,) 

ComJU!r&tive environmental differences between the two areas during the 

Hot-dry season. 

Hot-dry season home-range. 

1, Trees leafless (exceptions), 

2, Good shade available. 

3, Distance fro"! water • 

0 - 5 Kilometers, 

4, Food abundant. 

5, Poaching minimal. 

6. Cover factors per sq.mile:-

'" Thicket 7,4 
b. Rock Scrub 14.2 

c. Mopani Woodland 5,7 
d. Overall 27-3 

Home-range extension. 

I 

1, Tre1s leafless ( exce:pti~ns), 

2, Good sha~e available. 
I 

), Dis~ance from water • 
i 

0 - :10 Kilometers, 

4, Food abundant. 
I 

5, Poaching minimal. 

6. Cover factors per sq.mile:-

a, Thicket o.o 
b, Rock 0crub 0,0 

c. ~opani Woodland 13.1 

d. Overall 13.1 

The Colophospermum mopane woodland was not measured east of 

the Chininga river but it is similar in character to that on the west, 

which was measured by photographic technique. This latter measurement 
I i 

has been used to calculate the cover facto:tjs in the home-range ', 

extension area. 



reasons for this animal's activity are difficult to under-

stand, but in other instances the digging occurred becauoa 

there was no surface water. 
I 

Examination of the excavated lwaterhaies ' indicated 

that the rhino used their front feet o~ly; there was no 
' 
I 

evidence to suggest that their horns a~e used is this activity, 

'" ,~, ~· ... ,, .., ...... ~ ,. "" ~ ·~~···~·· '" ... 
confines of such waterholes, The tracks1 and disposition of 

displaced sand indicated that the rhino begin their excavations 

with one front foot, throwing the sand backwarcls on that side 

of the body; they then use the other front foot in a like 
I 

manner. The animal remains in one posit~on, that is, it does 
' 

not rotate about the hole, and when ( or if ) the two piles 

of sand on either side of its body run together and touch its 

belly, it disperses the sand backwards fith its front feet pefore 

resuming digging. 

(7), Behaviour. 

(i). Population Grouping, 

All my observations in Rhodesia have indicated that 

undxr natural conditions rhino populations occur as sedentary 

groups with little or no overlap with a4jacent populations. 

Individuals within the group may have exclusive areas visited 

only by themselves but the greater part;of their home-range 
' 

overlaps those of the other individuals !in the population 

, •• , •• ,,~ ····~·•<••• ,.,,.J,. 
group, 

that black rhino 
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are predominantly solitary animals with'adult bulls and adult 

cows, without calves, preferring to liv" a:i individuals; 
I 

adult cows, however, are normally accom~anied by their last 
' 

calf with which they have a close-bonded relationship. Temporary 

groups of a bull, a c,ow and perhaps her fcalf, are formed when 

mating takes place but these are of short duration. 

Aggregations of rhino occur from time to time, 

apparently as a matter of chance, and these have been known 

to include 5 or 6 animals. Such aggrega~ions, however, have 

only been recorded during the mid-day rest period when the 

animals remain within sight or sound of ,each other, rarely do 

such groups actually rest as a herd, anJ they break up whenithe 

animals disperse to feed in the late af1ernoon. 

One apparently permanent association between two 

cows was noted at Sizemba in 1965, when the two animals were 

seen together on five or six occasions and their spoor was 

observed together in the same area, over a period of about 

six weeks. It is possible, however, tha~ the older cow was 

the mother of the younger one and that they had maintained 

their relationship due, perhaps, to the !"Others inability to 

I 

produce another calf or to successive ca:If losses. 

In the same area and under mudh the same type of 

circumstance, two permanent bonds were ~oted between two 

young bulls in different parts of the h~itat. In each of 

these associations the animals fed, restbd and visited water 

together and were rarely out of vocal oommunication,remaining 

normally within each others sight. As they were young bulls, 
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it is reasonable to assume that these bonds were established 

upon their achieving independence and ~hat they persisted into 
! I 

' ' 

young adulthood. How long this would hJve continued had th~ 

animals not been captured and thereby ~orceably se~arated is 

not known, but no bond of this nature has been noticed with 

fully mature bulls. 

The Rhino at Mfurudzi and on,the Ruya were disturbed 

populations and therefore they cannot be conaidered completely 

normal, however, during the capture of :these populations the 

solitary disposition of individuals, unit grouping of the 
' 

I populations and aggregations of indivi~uals is recorded as 

being similar to those found at Sizemb~, Chininga and Manzituba 

in the Binga Districto 

At Chininga, where the population unit grouping was" 

most closely studied, there appeared to[ be a set plan of escape 

I 
in the event of danger. Some of the ani~als, especially mature 

! 

bulls, had favourite resting sites which they always vacated, 

when disturbed, in one or another direction aud on a definite 

route; these observations were made on ;several known animals 

during multiple unsuccessful hunts. It was also noted that 

certain thickets within the habitat wer~ used as retreats during 
i 

' flight and the same routes between thes~ thickets were usedi by 

many different animals in the populatio~ indicating that they 

were tested and well-tried escape routeb for the population 

as a wholeo This population, therefore,' was not haphazardly 

dispersed but had some form of group organisation. 
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(ii). The Rhino's Attitude in Repose in Relation 

I 
! to the Direction of the Wind. 

Twenty-eight records supportins the observation that 

rhino lie down facing directly away from the wind were obtained 

at Mfurudzi and Ruya during 1970 and none were obtained to 

contradict thiso Unfortunately, due to the vicissitudes of the 

hunting and the dense nature of the veg~tation, a larger sample 

was not possible. However, I have made several hundred subjective 

and unmeasured observations to support this record and, in 

seven years of close association with rtjino, I have never 
i 

' 

found an animal lying in any position other than facing directly 

away from the wind, 

Hitchins ( pers. conun.) states, 11 Your observations 

on the resting attitude of rhino confir~s my observations. I 

have found that 99% of all observations indicate that while at 

rest a black rhino will always orientate itself with its hind-

~uarters into the wind ( this applies to open and closed habitat 

types ). If while at rest there is a wind direction change, the 

animal gets up, reorientates itself and then lies down agai1?-•"• 
I 

I 
This habit of orientating its position according ~o 

' 

wind direction before lying down, is so precise that it must 

have a high degree of significance in the animals survival. 

This will be discussed later when it will be shown that the 

rhinos special adaptations to life in thicket habitats is 

directly related to this behaviour pattern, 
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' 

(iii). Observations on the Rhino's Hearing, 

E;yesight and Sense of Smell. 

Observers such as Selous (1908), Schenkel (1969), 

Goddard (1967) and others, all support IJzy' own observations 

that the rhino's hearing and sense of smell are extremely 

acute, It is difficult to know how to measure these faculties 

but I can state with confidence that an alert rhino will 

follow the direction of a man's progres1 with its head and 

' 
i 

ears, at ranges of up to 100 meters, irrespecUve of how 

careful he may be to avoid making a noise; and a rhino will 

bolt at ranges of up to one kilometer if a man's scent is 

carried towards it on the wind. I 
I 
I 

When crossing the tracks Of a pwnan or another rhino, 

a rhino will immediately drop int's head to ground level and 

proceed to sample the scent with loud inward-outward sniffing 

sounds which can be heard at a oonaiderarle distance, They have 

i 
also often been observed with their nose~ to the ground, tracing 

the spoor of another rhino which had recently passed that way 

and,in times of danger, have been known to back-t~ack their 

own spoor ( !his will be explained laterj), 
I 

I 

The middens, or faecal scrapesj made by rhino have 
I 

often been attributed to territorial behaviour. Dillon Ripley 

(1958) suggests that such middens demarcate a territory and 

I have often heard from several Rhodesian game offioers that 
I 

middens occur as the result of visual st.iimulus but without 

attributing any functional aspect theret0 , 
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Goddard (1967) suggests that rhino have some 

method of identifying other individuals in the population by 

the scent trails they leave behind, resultant from dung 

deposits on their hind feet. Schenkel (
11 
1969 ) agrees with 

this interpretation although he also stttes that the function 

of scraping, combined with normal defecttion has not yet been 

I 

defined. 

Middens occur as a result of repetitive defecation 

by the same, or other rhinos in the population, of both sexes, 

in one place. Several such middens may occur along short 

sections of a route, becoming progressiVely more numerous as 

waterholes are approached. Prior to defecation the rhino will 

maneouvre itself into position over the 'midden and give up to 

ten vigorous scrapes with its hind feet 'before depositing i~s 
. ' 

1.5 ! • ' 

dung on the heap. ThisAfollowed by equa~ly vigorous scraping 
I 

of the hind feet which scatters the fresr dung and thereby 

deposits a fresh scent on the rhinos baol feet. ( Records of. 

this habit are too numerous to define ac:curately but they 

probably number over 200 hundred.) 

It is therefore reasonable to assume that the rhino's 

habit of creating middens and scattering' their dung with the 

hind feet, should be associated with their sense of smell. In 

this context it is pertinent to point out that although rhinos 

do not always use middens for defecation, they rarely defecate 

without scattering their dung with theirihind feet. 
I 

I conducted experiments at Siz~mba in 1964 to testi 
' 
i 

an alerted rhinos eyesight. This was onl}' carried out on tho'se 

I 
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animals which were too alert to allow an' approach to within 

the very short darting range of our ( then ) inferior weapons 

and only on about three occasions, 'but observations over the 

past seven years support my earlier findings, The test was 

carried out by simply waving a handkerchief in front of an 

alerted rhino at ranges above and below 30 meters; It was 

found that although the animal became agitated with the 

increased warnings from its attendant oxpeckers ( Euphagus spp.), 
' 

it was unable to detect the movement of the handkerchief above 

the 30 meter range, but below this range the movement was 

detected. 

If oxpecker~ are present on thf rhino, they will 

give alarll!ed n churring 11 noises at eachlmovement a hunter 

makes ( this applied also to the waving handkerchief ) and 

the animal will respond by appearing res~ive and moving its 

head from side to side in an effort to licate the source 

trouble, The rhino must obtain some sort;of directional 

of 

guidance from the birds because they always seem to face in 

the general direction from which danger threatens, Such is the 

notice the rhino takes of these birds w~ning that they mao' 

I 

be induced to instant flight upon their ~i>rst warning call, 

When assessing the eyesight of rhino, it was necessary 

to ensure that no noise whatsoever was made because their 

hearing is so acute that they quickly ze~o onto any noise 
I 

made by an observer, with both ears exterlded forwards, which 
I 

action is often incorrectly attributed to the animal's sight. 



Alerted rhinos will hear a man moving, even although he does 

so with the utmost caution and determination to make no noise, 

at ranges up to 100 meters. A man walking normally through the 

habitat will be detected at ranges well'.in excess of this 

distance, provided the rhino is alert. However, an unalert 

rhino will respond to a man walking without caut~on, by raising 

I 

its head or rising to its feet, when th~ man is 50 - 75 

distant, under normal: circumstances. 

The rhino's three senses work together as detectors 

of phenomena in their environment and cobtribute towards the 

animal's security. Their sense of smell is the most acute, but 

this operates only in one direction, that dictated by the wind; 

their effective eye-sight only extends up to 25 - 30 meters; and 

beyond this distance the presences of an enemy is detected and 

its progress followed by the rhinos acute sense of hearing. 

(iv). Aggression and Intraspecific Competition, 

I have been charged many times by rhino, under a 

variety of circumstances, during capture operations and I have 

had detailed discussions with those of my colleagues who have 

been gored by rhino (Fothergill - 1965 and Coetsee - 1970,). 

However, I believe that Rhodesian rhino are generally not 

aggressive although repeated contact with man may promote a 

charge. Reported " charges " are often no more than demonstrative 

puffing noises issued by the rhino when alarmed and put to 

flight; such " charges " need rarely be taken seriously. If 

continuously pestered by man, however, the rhino is quite 



I 

i 

capable of making a determined attack but this will more 

often occur in heavy cover than in open, situations. That 

I 

attacks of this nature are predetermined and completely in 
' 

earnest is not in doubt because the aniral will e.tand perfectly 

still, following the man's progress by the sound he makes, 

and the more determined the rhino the longer will it hold 

its position before erupting into a full charge. If it misses 

its target in the first rush a determin~d rhino will often 

spin round and renew its attack. 

If an aggressive rhino is approached by two hunters 

from different directions and it detects both areas of danger, 

it may, under these circumstances, be induced to flight. It 

may also, however, make a short, noisy a.Pd 

not necessarily towards an area of dange~, 
demonstrative rush, 

which of ten induces 

one of the hunters to run for a tree. Once this has happened, 

the rhino will accurately locate the source of the noise and 

proceed with a determined charge in that direction, ignoring 

the second hunter. 

Another method of attack has been observed on 10 - 15 

occasions. When a rhino has been persistently tracked all day, 

it appears to realise that its pursuers tl e following i ta i 

occasions it was n tioed that the animal 
' 

spoor and on about 10 

has run over rocks and trampled grass rather than take a more 

direct and easier route where their spoor would have been more 

obvious, which suggests that the animal may have been trying 

to hide its tracks. If, during a pursuit of this nature, a 

contact is made in heavy thicket, a genuine charge has often 

~-



originated from over 100 meters range when the tracks 

have been examined later, it has been found that the rhino had 

run back along its own, often tortnous spoor, towards the 

trackers. These charges are alw~s characterised by the rhino 

galloping at full speed, with its head close to the ground, 

which has led me to believe that the animal is back-tracking 

its own spoor by scent. Such charges are not as determined or 

dangerous as the previous one desoribed' and they are thought 

to be the result of frustration and pantc by the rhino at 

failure to lose the tracking team; they!are usually easily 

avoided by simply moving sidew~s off the tracks and aw~ 

from the direct line of attack. Under these circumstances I 

have never found rhino to turn round an~ renew the attack, 

rather they appear content to have scattered their pursuers 

and made good their escape. 

Mortality as a result of intra-specific contest is 

rare and determined enoounters between rhino, involving 
I 

grievous bodily harm, are uncommon. Onlt one rhino captured: 
' ' 

at Sizemba, in 1964, showed signs of having been involved in 

a fight and this animal displ~ed unusual pugnacity in the 

pens whioh might suggest that it was its particular disposition 

which caused the fight ( conversely, it~ intractable nature 

may have been caused by the fight! ). Another animal which had 

apparently been seriously injured in a fight, was found in 

the Chewore Game Reserve in 1970 ( .Coetsee - pers. comm.). The 

only definite record of a fatal enooun t~r between two rhino 
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i 

was made at Mfurudzi in 1970, when two 
I mature bulls had a 

fight which resulted in the death of one of them. The dead 

animal had severe lacerations in the re1ion of the throat ~d 

lower neck and had three deep punc~res along its spine which 

appeared to have been inflicted when the victim was lying on 

its side. The other bull was subsequently captured and showed 

signs of the fight onbin superficial wounds on its forehead, 

which nevertheless burst open when it b~gan to struggle during 

transportation from the field to the peris. 

Despite the lack of evidence that many intra-specific 

encounters prove fatal, s:parI:ing or less· serious encounters 

' appear to be quite common amongst the adrlt bulls. Of all th'e 

I 
animals captured, there was not a single, adult bull which di'd 

not display scars on the forehead and, indeed, the lack of 

such scars may indicate subadult status in young bullso Cows 

rarely display such scars which indicates that they avoid or 

have no inclination towards, intraspecif~c sparring encounterso 

The Chininga population comprised 6 adult bulls, 4 

adult cows, 2 subadult cows and three calves, which all appeared 

to live amicably together in the same oomposite home-range 

! 

I ' and there was no evidence at all to suggrst that any serious' 

conflicts occurred even between the bull~. 

Hitchins ( pars. comm.) has obtained information from 

his studies 

tracking of 

at Hluhluwe which involves the radio-telemetric 

rhino, suggesting that lease~ bulls apparently 
I 

give way to a ddminant bull as it moves into a specific area 



within the common habitat. I have only ,one observation 

which suggests that a ranking structure might exist in the 

rhino populations of Rhodesiao On one o:ccasion at Chininga, 

in 1968, two young bulls were sparring lightly near a wate~hole 
i. 

when a third animal came down to drink.j It was observed tha!t 

the two earlier arrivals moved awa:y from the water whilst the 

newcomer went to the water unchallenged, This latter animalwas 

' 

darted at the waterhole and successfully transported to the 

pens the following day; it subsequentlyiproved to be the biggest 

rhino bull in the population. 

(v). Interspecific Relationships. 

On five or six occasions, when seriously haxassed 

by hunters, rhino have sought out a herd of buffalo , by 

following the buffalo 1 s spoor, and have itaken up a position 
I 
I 

in the centre of the herd. On one occaai:on the rhino actively 

roused a recumbent herd of buffalo with loud demonstrative 

" puffing " noises and then ran off in tpe stampeding herd 

until they reached stoney 
!! 

ground whereupf n 

' 

the rhino moved 

awa:y from the herd on its own; this was ~11 observed visually 

and not merely from interpretation of the tracks left behind, 

on this occasion it was believed that th£ rhino had not only 

'"' used A buffalo to gain protection from t~eir more acute visi9n, 

but had also tried to hide its spoor in ihat of the herd and 

only left the herd when tracking conditions deteriorated. On 

the other occasions, the rhino had quietly taken up a position 

either in the centre or on the upwind si~e of the herd, 



' 

t f d feeding on the 
Adult rhino were of en oun ' 

herds at Sizemba, but cows with calves 
fringe of elephant 

Such a close associati~n. On several occasions 
actively avoided 

Observed being chased from their diurnal adult bulls were 

elephant and at other times were seen to resting sites by 

t i f t and follow the progres,s of an elephant get to he r ee 

herd as it passed nearby and 
I only resurn~d their rest when 

the e:iS>hant had passed. At Sizemba it is believed that only 

a state of tolerance was achieved between these two species, 

rather than amicable co-existence. 

There was no evidence to suppdrt a positive 

relationship between the rhino and any dther animal species. 

(vi). Symbiotic Relationships.I 

The Red- and Yellow-billed Oxpeckers ( Buphagus 

erythrorh.ynchus,and B.africanus.) are the only species 
I 

associating so closely w,ith the rhino thi~t their relationship 

can be considered symbiotic. These birds, use the rhino as a 

feeding platform, investigating the ears, nostrils, the anal 

regions, the folds in their skins and th~ir chest erosions, 

from which they obtain their food supply~ chest erosions a.re 
I 
I 

ulcerative cutaneous lesions containing the filarial parasites 

Stephanofila.ria spp.( Hitchins 1970 ) and which only occur in 

the lower throat or chest regions in Rhodesian rhino. In return 

the oxpecker provides the rhino with an effective alarm system. 

It is on very rare occasions that in a seriously disturbed 

rhino population, the animals do not tak:e instant notice of 



of the birds alarm oall1 on several ooo~sions the first 

alarm has resulted in the rhino erupting from a supine 

position into instant flight. A lack of oxpeckers in an 

insecure or very open habitat, would se~iously detract from 

the rhinos chances of survival. 

Associations with Cattle Egrets ( Eubulcus ibis.) 

and Fork-tailed Drongos ( Dicrurus adsimilis,) were found to 

be of a very temporary nature and appeared to afford the rhino 

little protection, 

(8), Reproduction, 

(i). Breeding Seasons. 

Records of rhino calves caugh~ and observed on 

I 

capture operations indicate that there alre two peaks in mating 
! 

in Rhodesia, June and November, with cotiresponding peaks in 

parturition in September and February. ~ee Table S and Fig 11., 

The peak mating period, November, coincildes with the end of the 

hot-dry season and the start of the rain;s, i.e., when relief 

from the periof of stress during the hot-dry season is 

experienced, A second mating peak starts with the cold-dry 

season, reaching a peak in mid-winter,June, and declining 

again as the hot-dry season approaches1 totivation for this 

mating period may be connected with depr~ssed temperatures. 

Parturition periods do not app~ar to coincide with 
I 

environmental conditions best suited to lhe 

expect a peak in December/January, dec11hing 

calves. One would 

in February/March, 

because at this time of the year cover is at a maximum1 water 



69.(a). 
Table 8 . 

Months of Rhino Mating and Bi~th. 

Age calculated from Data in J<'ig. 13 ;I mating dates from accepted 
I 

gestation of 15 months (Brand - pers.comm,) 

. 

~ ~ Date of • Bhou~der Af$.e in Birth Matin($. 

Observation Heigh~ in Months Month Month 

inches 

Sizemba M 24. 7. 64 52 21 Oct. Jul. 

Sizemba F 20. e. 64 41 9 Nov. Aug. 

Sizemba F 17. 9. 64 ;; 4 May! Feb. 
I 

Sizemba F 15. 7. 65 4~ 17 Febj Nov. 

Sizemba F 18. 7. 65 d ~ Jui; Apr. 

• 
Sizemba F 4, 9, 65 4? 11 Oct. Jul. 

Chininga M 12. 9. 67 *i ~ Sep• Jun. 
' 

Chininga F 12. 9. 67 *] ~ Sep, Jun. 

Chininga F 8, 9, 68 4$ 16 May Feb. 

Mfuructzi F 4, 6. 70 48 16 Ji1e b. Nov. 

Mfurudzi M 7, 6. 70 48 16 li'eb. Nov. 

Mfurudzi M 3, 7. 70 3? 5 Feb. Nov. 

Mfurudzi F 5. 7. 70 5( 23 Aug, May 

Huy a F 8. 8, 70 53 23 Sep. Jun. 

Huy a F 9, 8. 70 43 11 Sep. Jun. 

' Ruya I'l 13. B. 70 35 5 Mar~ Dec. 
I 

' 

Ruya F 14. 8. 70 
I 

3V 
I 

6 Febl Nov. 

Ruya F 17. 8. '/O 3.2 4 Apr. Jan, 

Ruya F 21. B. '(O 2(3 j- Aug. May 

Ruya M 220 e. 70 
I 

5P 18 J!'eb. Nov. 

Ruya M 25. B, 70 56 30 Feb. Nov .. 

* Field Observations 
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is abundant; vegetation is succulent, p~latable 

! 

I 

and nutritious, 

thereby ensuring good lactation in the cows and reducing the 

possibility of malnutrition and disease)in the calves; 

predators are scattered and predation is not severe ( even 

from man); and the calf will have time to. become strong and 

experienced enough to endure the rigours of the cold and hot-

dry seasons. This, however, is not the case. The calves born 

' from February to May have the benefit of, some of the advantages 

listed above, but those born from July to November have to 

I 
live through the harshest period of the year for their first 

few oritical months, 

Schenkel ( 1969 ) records one bating peak in East 

Ai"rica in March/April which also corresppnds with the beginning 

of a wet season ( Choate - pers, 
! 

comm.).' 

Breeding, therefore, appears to be controlled by 

the period providing environmental conditions conducive to 

mating and not by the period best suited: to the calves. 

(ii), Breeding, 

(a). Sexual Maturity. 

A Black Rhino heifer of a known age of 3 - 3~ yea:ss, 

was moved from Wankie National Park to t~e Matopos National 

Park, in 1964; upon release in the Matop0s this rhino showed 
I 

signs of being in oestrus ( Cantle - pers. comm.), This agrees 

closely with Schenkel's estimate of sexual maturity at ~ - 4 

years which he based on the record of a jreat Indian Rhino 

(Rhinoceros unicornis.) which mated for1the first time at }.i-
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years of age and gave birth when it was 4i years old. 

Schenkel also records that a Black Rhino cow in 

i 

Frankfurt Zoo appeared almost fully grown at 4i - 5 years of 
I 

age, Full dentition, however, is not achieved until the 

animal reaches the age of 7 - 8 years ( Anderson - 1966,) 

and measurements recorded during capture operations in 

Rhodesia indicate that rhino cows oonti~ue to grow after 

their first parturition. 

(b), Gestation Period, 

Brand ( pers, comm.) records t)iat the gestation 

period of a Rhodesia rhino cow in Pretoria Zoo was 457 da:ys, 

which agrees with his record of 458 da:ysifrom Chamarajenda Zoo 

I 

in Mysore ( India.). Goddard ( 1967 ) qubtes estimates of 

450-545 da:ys1 450-480 days; 470 and 462 da:ys; 469 days; 446 

and 478 da:ys; the average of which, excluding his exceptional 

record of 545 da:ys ( whioh I would sugge~t is subject to some 

doubt ), closely agrees with Brand's kno~ period of 457 da:ys, 

It is this figure, therefore, which has ~een accepted for the 
I 

purpose of calculation in this study, 

(c), Calving Intervals. 

Hitchins ( pars. comm.) records intervals between 

calves in Hluhluwe of 5, 4, }k, 3 and 2 ~ears; he does not, 

however, record the possibility of calf mortality between the 

parturition intervals in those cows with extended interval 

records. Ripley ( 1958 ) records the interval between calves 

in the Rio de Janeiro Zoo as 22 months a.n'd Goddard ( 1967 ) 
! 

records intervals of 25, 28, 29 and 36 months in East Africa 
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and 24 months from the Kobe Oji Zoo in Japan. 

In the Chiza.rira Game Reserve, in 1968, I recorded 

an interval of 27 months between the calves of a well-known 

rhino cow and in the same yea.r calculated a possible 20 - 22 

month interval from a heavily pregnant oow ( the foetus was 
i 

visibly very active inside her ) ' ' and hef la.rge attendant ca+f 

which were captured at Chininga. 

I 
Records from capture operatio~s, field observations 

and calculations made from the estimate4 calf-age in relatiQn 

mothers, I would indicate that to the pregnant state of their 

normal calving intervals in Rhodesia are between 24 and 33 

months. This agrees with Goddards estimate of every 27 months, 

on average. 

Calves continue to suckle froJ their mothers up to 
I 

' 

the age of about 20 months and it is therefore normal for co.ws 

to continue lactating well into their ne~t pregnancy. 

(d). Reproductive Capacity. 

Ripley (1952) states that a of Gre.at Indian 

! 

Rhino ( R. unicornis.) was known to have' lived in captivity 

for 45 years and as these animals are of a similar size to the 

Black Rhino, I believe this record can s~rve as a useful 

parameter. Bigalke (1945) records the ag~ of a Black Rhino 

cow at the time of her death in Pretoria Zoo, as 29 - 29t years. 

It seems reasonable in the absence of more definite material, 

therefore, to accept Schenkel's ( 1969 ) 'assumption that Black 

Rhino reach the end of their reproductive life at 30 - 35 yeii,rs 

of age. 



i 

From the data available ( ' Seel Table 9 . - Ages 

defined and not yet explained will be examined in the next 

sub-seotion.) it would appear that the reproductive capacity 

I 

of the Rhodesian rhino cow is between 9i and 15 calves. In these 

I 

calculations no account has beentaken of a possible increase 
I 

' 

in parturition intervals as the cow incte~ses in age since 

there is no evidence to support this assumption; there is also 

no evidence to indicate that sexually mature cows should not 

be without a calf at foot throughout their reproductive lives. 

Cows without calves may be accounted for by predation of young 

calves; natural mortality in new calves after the mother-calf 

bond with the previous calf has been brqken; young cows in their 
I 

first pregnancy1 senility or disease, 

There is every indication that normal healthy cows 

will replace their calves continuously throughout their 

reproductive lives, rejecting their previous calf when the 

new one arrives ( See next sub-section.), If there is a long 

parturition interval, the mother-calf bond appears to persist, 

certainly until the calf itself reaches sexual iaa.turi ty 0 A 

rhino population with a preponderance of adult cows without 

calves may be an indication of heayY pre~ation on the calves, 

or that some other factor in the environment has affected the 

population adversely. 

(iii), Mother/Calf Relationships. 

(a). Mother and New Calf. 

Cows with new-born calves ( 101+ observations.) have 

been found to be very shy but, in the face of danger, extremely 
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TABLE 9 

Reproductive Capacity of :Slack Rhino in Rhodesia 

Age at Independence 2 2~ years * 
"" 

Age at Sexual Maturity 3t 4 years 

Age at First Parturition 4:i 5t years 

',...,) End of Reproductive Life 30 35 years 

Reproductive Years during Life 26 31~ years ** 

Interval Between l)arturi tions 2 '):_~· 
~-1 years 

Calculated Calving Potentials 9 15 calves *-><-.)(· 

* A good working average would be about 30 months. 

** (a) Lowest reproductive age limit, less, highest age 

at sexual rnaturi ty, i.e. 30 - 4 = 26. 

(b) Highest reproductive age lin1it, less, lowest age 

at sexual maturity, i.e. 35 - 3,5 = 31. 5. ~ 

~ 

*** (a) Lowest number of reproductive years 26 --- -9.5 
Highest interval between P?-rturitions 2.75 

(b) 
I 

Highest number of reproducfive years 31.5 
= 

Lowest interval between patturitions 2 

I 

I 



aggressive. On human contact, noisy demorstration is often 

followed by a determined charge, or flig(t, whereupon the 

calf runs after the mother, sometimes tr iling as much as 

50 meters behind her. On such occasions the mother, when out 

of immediate danger, makes regular stops to enable her calf 

to catch up with her and once well awa:y from danger, will 

reduce her speed to~pace which the calf ban maintain. If the 

danger is continuous, as in the case of a persistent tracking 

team following their tracks, the cow ma:y prolong her flight 

indefinitely and ma:y exhaust her calf to. the 

where lurking preda~ors 
point of death1 

certainly to a state would find a kill 

an easy matter. 

New-born and very young rhino qalves are particularly 

helpless in the face of danger but the mothers appear to 

recognise this and give great attention to their offspring. 
I 

Cows have been known to leave their new calves for 

several hours each night whilst they go to water ( Obs. 4 & 6, 

Appendix 2. and a further confirmatory opeervation Gona-re-Zhou 

in June, 1971,) and to further confirm this, in habitats where 

cows have been seenwith very small calves, careful scrutiny of 

! 

all the waterholes has revealed no spoor: of baby calves, During 

the hot-dry season, in particular, predators such as lions and 
I 

hyenas, 

a rhino 

often obtain their food at, or n~ar waterholes 
I 

. I 

cow to bring ~er new calf to watrr ewery night 

and for 

would 

seriously detract from its chances of sutvival, It is believed 
! 

that this habit of leaving the calf in hiding whilst the mother 
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goes to water each night, is a general and, whilst this 

practice has its dangers since the calf ,is particularly 

vulnerable when left alone at night, it is felt that the 

hazard of regular visits to waterholes ma;y be greater• 

Cows with small calves have no set routine, no regular 

feeding or drinking places and ma;y wander up to 25 kilomete~s 

during the 24 hour period, when the cali! is strong enough to 

endure prolonged treks ( number of observations too numerous 

,_..) to record accurately; c. 50 +.); the sma;11er the calf the m~re 

irregular the habits. 

(b) Mother and Maturing Calf. 

During the calf's first year and well into its 

second one, the mother and calf move continuausly throughout 

the habitat area and are often found in locations not normally 

visited by other animals because of lack of water or the 

rugged nature of the terrain. Calves of about two months of 

age appear to be fully capable of the arduous wanderings 

imposed upon them by their mothers and are by this time, over 

the very helpless stage and thus less vulnerable to predators. 

During the initial period, the calf follows on its' 

11.ey ~·'
mothers heels, but when,,.at rest it o.ften\ becomes restless and 

may move about her feeding. However, when the mother becomes 

heavily pregnant, i.e., when the cal.f is 20 - 30 months old, 

the younger animal often takes the initiative and will lead 

its mother away from danger. This reversal of the lead role 

probably occurs because the gravid state of the cow makes her 
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loathe to move, especially during the heat Jf the day, ullless 

it is absolutely necessary but it no doubt conditions the calf 

for independence which begins when the new calf is borno 

(c). P.ge at Independence. 

Schenkel ( 1969 ) suggests that ttle mother rejects 

her subadult calf when she is near to parturition but my 

Rhodesian records, which are supported by Gqddard ( 1967 ) 

in East Africa, show that the mother-calf bdnd is 
I 

' 

not weakened 

~ until after the new calf is born and is onl;i finally broken w,tth, 

! 

forceful demonstration by the mothero How l~ng the cow takes 
! 

to accomplish this break. is not known, but ~t .is known that 

I 
the demonstrations last, intermittently, fo~ at least ten days, 

with the larger calf following its mother at a di::itance, or 

moving away to return to her during the dayJ and that the 

break is not accepted easily by the older c~lf. 
' 

The age at which a calf becomes iridependent, therefore, 

is determined by the interval between its birth and the birth 

of i ta mothers next offspring; in Rhodesia ~his is normally 

when the young rhino is between 24 and ')0 m~nths old. At this 

stage the animal is 50 - 56 inches at the s1oulder with an 

anterior horn length of 14 -15 inches (See bbso 4 & 7., 

Appendix 2.). 

several observations of groups_ of :a oow, her young 

calf, and a subadult have been made, but thesie are perhaps the 

result of a chance meeting which immediately break up upon their 

being disturbedo In these observations, it was assumed that the 
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subadult was the mothers previous calf but the only positive 

confirmation of this has been recorded on the Chizarira when 

three known animals were often seen together. It is probable, 

however, that any recently independence subadult rhino will 

form a liaison with any other rhino prep.f.red to accept its 

presence, 

(d). First Stages of Independence, 

Young rhino recently forced in~o independence appear 

restless and often move well beyond the ]imita of the group 

area to which they have become accustomed. They also display 

a degree of impatienoe in normal daily activities not normally 

associated with this species. Despite an increased alertness, 

caution is often lacking in their approadh to waterholes at 

night and they regularly move along path~ leading to water at, 

I , 

noted in the mo~e experienced anima1b. 
' ! 

a pace in excess of that 

At this age the young rhino once again enters a new period of 

vulnerability and mortality may be high. :( See Appendix 2., 
! 

obs, 9.). 
I 

Goddard ( 1 Q67 ) sugges ta that lthe nomadiam Of the 

subadul ts may serve an evolutionary function by assuring 

population dispersal thus preventing inbreeding. My subjective 

observations from Rhodesia support this. 1Aa well as maintaining 

gene-flow between sedentary breeding uni t:s by moving out of 

their natal group home-range and establishing themselves in 

the home-ranges of other populations, there is little doubt 

that young rhino in this age group are al o responsible for 

pioneering new habitats. 
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(iv), Growth of Calves, 

Goddard (1967), Roth and Child (1968) and Schenkel 

( 1969) classify rhino calves according t~ size or weight, but 

no attempt is made to relate these classi'fications to 

chronological ags, Hi tchins ( 1970), illus!trates the growth-rate 

of rhino calves in Hluhluwe with photogr~phs, which closely 

agrees with my own observations in RhodeJfa, 

During capture operations all C[aptured animals were 

carefully measured and: sometimes, in the base of calves, their 

ages were known or could be estimated from previous observations. 

My data is recorded in Table 10. and illu.strated in Fig 13 , , 

From this detail it can be seen that accurate assessment of 

a rhino cal.f 1 s age, in the .field, is not 

1

easy nor is it much 

I 
more simple with the c.alf in captivity, The most accurate 

I 

estimation of calf ages, however, will be; found in the younge~ 

I 
animals because it is in this group that ~owth is most rapid. 

and difference in size, greatest, 

'There is a probable individual rariation in the 

growth-rate of calves !"esul tant from relactive abundance and/or 

quality of food in the different years and seasons of birth, 

and in different environments. This ma;y be difficult to 

substantiate scientifically but measuremehts from rhino calves 

caught on recent operations show a defini~e and marked 

' inconsistency in horn length sizes ( up tp 35 % ) , particulartY• 

and in other measurements, between I 
animalr of the same shoulder 

·height; Hitchins ( 1970 ) observations on
1 
calf-size relative 
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Growth of Calves 

. 

I Age He~ght Name Sex Date 

Julie ... F 20.8.70 10 dJ.s (Known) 28" 

Twana F 18. 7. 65 14 das;s (Estimated) ~5" 

Mbira ** F 17.9.64 3 months (Es timo. ted) 33" 

Sengwa *** F 5.9.65 11 monlths (Known) 45" 
I 

Chimangiman~i F 8.9.68 15-17 !months (Estimated 48" 
I 

Ian ++ M 25.9.70 27-33 'months (Estimated 56" 

Gwetera +++ F 24.6.70 4i-5 years (Estimated) 59" 

* See observation 4, Appendix 2. 

** See observation 1 ' Appendix 2. The a:r.iimal was captured three 
! 

! 

months'. later. 

*** See observation 11,Appendix 2. 

+ See observation 7. Appendix 2. 

"" ++ See observation 4, ll.ppendix 2. 

fjrst +++ This animal was a young cow in her prgnancy; she shbwed no 
I 

sign of previous suckling. Her age h'\S been based on the data 

in Table 9 ! 

• 
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to their age shows a slight difference compared with my 

I 

own; this assumption is therefore, reasoljable, Relative size 

difference between cows and their calves resultant from the 

individual differences in the size of adult cows make field 

criteria for ageing rhino calves even more difficult to define; 

this is also acknowledged by Hitchins ( 1!970 ), However, not-

withstanding the problems of ageing rhino calves, all observers 

and observations confirm that rhino calves have a very.rapid 

rate of growth ( See Fig 14 • ) • 

(9), Survival and Predation. 

(i), Calves,' 

Roth and Child (1967) estimate~ that two-thi~ds of 

the rhino calf-crop in the Kariba basin, died before maturity, 

Lions predate on rhino calves but the main predator 

is the hyena ( Obs, 8., Appendix 2.) and jthe wandering 

disposition of cows with small calves is iattributed to the 

known predation of calves by these animalso 

The period during which calves iare 

i 
advantage bias. Calves. born during the r~ins 

i 

born can have anl 

have a more 

favourable chance of survival than thmse born during the 

hot-dry season, when water restrictions bring the predators 

and the rhino into clo,ser contact, 

(ii) General, 

As rhino grow older, African poachers with steel-

cable snares, muzzle-loaders and rifles, become the principal 

predators ( See Obs, 9, Appendix 2.), Al though adult animals 

show an uncanny ability to detect and avdid snares, they ara 
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frequently caught, whilst subadults appear unsettled and rash 

' in their behaviour which renders them extremely YUlnerable tQ 

African poaching methods, Mortality in this latter group, 

mainly from poaching pressures, is likely to be high and is 

probably surpassed only by that of the young calves. 

Two observations from Wankie N~tional Park 

( Fothergill and Rushworth - pers. oommoY show that liens 

will attack adult rhino and I have one record of a subadult 

rhino from Sizemba ( 1'964 ) which had b_een severely mauled 

by a lion ( Obs, 5., Appendix 2,). Attwell ( pers. comm.) 

records an adult rhino being killed by lions in the Luangwa 

Game Reserve in Zambia but despite these observations, records 

of rhino being killed by lions are relatively few and it is 

doubtful if these predators affect rhino ~opulations to any 

great extent. 

The five populations studied inl, Rhodesia showed that 

the cows outnumbered the bulls in a ratio:, of 1.23 : 1., In two 
I 
I 

' areas, Mfurudzi and Ruya, the ratio agree~ exactly with 

Sohenkel's figure of 1.3 : 1. which he obtained from the 

Tsavo National Park in East Africa, ( See 'Tables 11. and I 2 • ) , 

Cows are generally more alert t4an bulls; are leas 

sedentary and therefore less likely to be 'preyed upon by man; 

do not participate in fighting; and are generally inclined to 

be more cautious than bulls, all of which probably make the 

cows less vulnerable, It would also appear likely that there 

is a natural preponderance of females as oif the 21 calves in 
i 

I 

the study, there are 15 females and 6 male , a ratio of 2.5 1 1,, 

( See TABLI! 11 • ) 
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'l'ABLE 11 • 

Rhino populations in the Sizemba, Cliininga, Manzituba 

!1@i 

Sizemba 

Chininga 

Manzi tuba 

M:f'urudzi 

Ruya 

!2.fil 

1"Ifurudzi and Ruya areas in B.hodesia. 

CAP'l'URED NOT CAPTURED TOTAL 

Adults Sub ads Calves Adults Sub ads Calves 

<J 

16 

5 

-
5 

5 

31 

* 
0 

' 

9 cJ 9 d" S'. d" d" • d" ·~ Sf! 

14 2 1 - 5 1 2 - 1 -

4 - 2 1* 1 1 - - - -

- - - - - 2 ; 1 - 1 10 

I 
10 8 - 1 3 3 2 11 - -

8 3 - 2 5 - - - - -

34 5 4 6 14 6 
0 

4 0 2 0 

Found dead ( Observation 6 Appendix 2 ). 
1' 

Sf! 

- 42 

1 15 

- 4 

- 23 

- 23 

1 107 

i ~ 

Calves .of unknown sex exc~uded from calculatio'ns. 
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SEX RATIOS 

~ SEX - RATIO 

Cows Bulls Ratio - Cows 1:Bulls 

Sizemba 23 19 1 • 21 I 1 

Chininga 8 7 1.14 I 1 ; 

Manzituba 2 2 1.00 I 1 I 
I 

11furudzi 13 10 1. 30 ' 1 

Ruya 13 10 1. 30 : 1 

OVERALL 59 48 1. 23 ' 1 
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7, DISCUSSION, 

Previous studies deal mainly wit~ the rhino's behaviour, 

population dynamics and general ecology but I have been unable 

to locate any literature which convincingly define.s 11 rhino 

habitat "or connects varying population'dsnsities with contrast
! 

ing environments. In applied ecology the determination of what 

consi ti tutes an animal's habitat is the most impottant 

conaideration and without this knowledge it is difficult to see 

how allied information can assist in the proper management of 

the species. 

The problem in studying the habitat requirements of 

rhino in Rhodesia tod"J", is the difficulty in locating 

undisturbed populations from which accurate and unbiased home-

1 I 

range and population density measurement1 can be made, in ha,itats 

sufficiently di verse in character to be worthy of comparison,! 

Most of the country's rhino inhabit the Zambesi valley system 

below 3,000 feet, where they occur in largely similar habitats 

associated with Commiphora-Combretum thickets; groups living at 

higher altitudes and in different vegetation associations, are 

usually disturbed or relic populations which cannot be used for 

comparative purposeso Sizemba, Chininga and J.'.ianzi tuba have all 

the necessary conditions, and the two pri!mary prerequisites o_.£ 
! 

the study, home-range and 
i 

population denl\i ty, were accurately' 
' 
! 

known for all three areas; it was for this reason that these 

three areas were chosen as the main study areas. 

I have tried to bring pertinent factors into perspective 

by demonstrating correlations between and carrying capacity 
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in different habitats and by relating betaviour and the rhino's 

natural faculties to its habitat requirements and chances for 

survival. 

Records show that rhino have a wide range of environmental 

' tolerance and once occurred over the gre~ter part of Rhodesia 
! 

in widely differing habitats. Although their present range is 

restricted, they still occupy a variety of enviroruuents and any 

extensive area. of land which has woody vegetation and a permanent 

water supply may confidently be describe4 as a habitat suitable 

for rhino. However, in order to effectively manage the species 

in the sanctuaries to which they will be ulltimately confined, it 

is necessary to know more about the population density limitations 

of the different habitats. 

The study has shown two significant and important 
I 

correlations from which we can make the fiollowing observations. 

(a), Rhino population :densities are deterlnined, within limits, 

I, 

by the degree of thicket cover available fin the habitat, i.e., 

the greater the thicket cover, the greater the population 
' 
I 

density and vice versa ( See Fig S(a).). This does not mean that 

without thicket, rhino cannot exist, rather that in areas where 

there is little or no thicket, the population density will be 

low. 

(b), There:is also an inverse relationship! between the rhino's: 

requirement for cover and available cover. in different habitats, 

i. e., as cover increases between habitats!, so the rhino's need 

for cover decreases and vice versa (See columns (d) & (f)., in 
i 

Table 2, - and Fig, 9,). To explain this 'in terms of the carrying 



capacities of different habitats, the fo lowing hypothetical 

models have been constructed. 

(i). If, in Habitat A,, there are 10 R.C,F,s per square mile, 

and each rhino is known to require 10 cover factors in that 

habitat, the population density will be 1-

10 c.f./sq.mile 

10 c.f./rhino 

I 

1.0 Rhino j/ sqaare mile. 
I 
I 

(ii) If, in Habitat B., there are only 5 H.C.}'.s per square 

mile, each rhino will require ) 10 cover f ac to:!'S (because 

there is less cover available). In this qase the population 

density will be :-

5 c,f ./sq.mile 
= (0.5 Rhino/ sq.mile 

) 10 c,f,/rhino 10 

(iii) If, however, in Habitat c., there Jre 20 R.C.F.s per 

square mile, each rhino will require (19 cover factors 

I 

(because there is more cover available). !In this case the 
I 
I 

population density will be :-

20 c ,f ,/sq.mile 
)~ 

10 

) 2, 0 Rhino / sq_.mile 

(10 c.f./rh1no 

In practice, this will be demonst!rated by extensive 

home-ranges in rhino po:pula tions occupying open habitats and 

smaller, mpre compact horne-r.s.IJ,ges in those popul.:i.tions living 

in more heavily vegetated areas. Subjective observations from' 

all areas visited during and before the p~riod of this study, 
I 

I 
indicate that there is an increase in the! distances travelled 

by indi vidu.al rhino with a corresponding dccrea:.~e in their 
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habitat cover and vice versa; this suppo:i:ts the change in home-

1 

range size suggested above. 

There are probable variables to this trend ·which may 

rE::nder further definition of h2.bitat carrying capacities 

impractical, e.g. density dependent fact?rs, water restrictions 

or abundance and unsuitable food species, all of which may 

restrict numbers irrespective of suitable cover being available. 

!>Iy observations indicate, however, that cover factor criteria 

are operative throughout Rhodesia and th~t wherever rhino 

populations occur in this country, avail~.ble cover is likely 

to affect carrying capacities in the habitats. 

The two correlations described and explained above 

reflect probable indeces fer the determination of carrying 

capacities in different habitats. The correlation between 

thicket R.C.F. and population density is the most obvious and 

important whilBt the second correlation may exr·:.ain the reason 

why. It has already been explained that thicket is unimportant 

as a feeding area for rhino and therefor~ it can be assumed 

that it serves the purpose of providing ~ecurity for the 

species; when thicket cover decreases so lwill the rhino's 

i 
security and as a result the animals wil~ have to substitute 

extra~ for the loss in cover, whereU:pon cover itself 

becomes of secondary importance. This may ex_plain the increased 

home-ranges observed in rhino living in open-type habitats as 

well as the decreased population densi tie,s. In this context, 

the rhino does not really require any mor:.e cover at all but it 

does require more security when cover fac!tors decrease; cover 
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therefore, can be used as an index for s curity. 

There may also be an upper limit ·to the security 

afforded by cover and once this optimum level is rtached the 

density of' rhino populations may be more .finitely regulated 

by density dependent factors, whereupon cover will agq,_in 

becon1e of secondary importance. Cover factors, how.ever, will 

probably remain a useful index for carry~ng capacities in 

different habitats, 

The correlations made in this paper must be taken as 

demonstrating the intensity of the relationship between cover 

and rhino population densities, only, Future studies should b'e 
I 

directed towards more :quantitative work which can best be 

achieved by detailed regrcs::>ions based lJ.pon the determination 

of the individual animal 1 s home-range as distinct from that of 

a breeding unit; this would only be possi:ble using biotelemetric 

techniques. Determination of the cover fa'ctor allocation per 

rhino in this case will give a greater value th81 that derived 

in this text, so a new set of values, basied upon the mE!ans of 

individual home-range sizes, 

greater accuracy required is 

will have tol be 

to be achiev~d. 

evolved if the 

A functional relationship between: the variates, cover-

factors-per-square-mile and cover-factors:--per-rhino, in 

different habi ta ta could be determined by' regression. A sea tter 

diagram would probably result from the plots of these variates, 

from which a regression line could be determined.; this would 

represent a more accurate assess1nent of the data contained in 

Fig. 9. If this data could be collected from a sufficient 
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number of different habitats, the result8.nt regression line 

could be used to determine the probable dptimum oarr;>ring 

i 

capacity of any rhino habitat, provided cover rerna.ins the 

principal factor governing population derlsi ty as the, 13inga data 

correlations suggest. 

'l'he effective carrying capacity of an,y hr,.bi tat, hor:evert. 

can only be assessed in an area of land v~hich is contained 

within the comfortable daily scope of the' rhino 1 s movement 
' 
I : 

from permanent water durine the hot-dry s!eason; this distance: 

appears to be c.5 kilometers in Hhod.esia, 1 but is likel;y to 

vary according to the degree of succulenc;e in food sup_plies 

and temperature variations at different a~titudes. It has been 
! 

shoi;m that' the rhino's independence from i)ermanent water during 

the hot-wet and cold-dry scaoo21s, combined with addi t.ional 

cover and a better food resource at this time o:r the year, 

makes possible an increase in the size of their home-range but 

the carryinc ca1Jaci ty of an area should be assessed at the 

time of the year ·when resources are at a minimum, i.e. the peak 

of the hot-dry season. 

An unmeasured COinponi::nt of the th*ee study area 

habitats is the availability oil shade and I whilst this was 

I 

abundant in all three study areas, the rhlno 1 s need for shade 

is such that lack of it during the hot-dr;y season may 

seriously affect the carTying capacity of a habitat which might 

otherwise be well-.sui t.<;d to the species. 

A second unmeasured characteristic is the variation in 

topography. However, I have noticed that z:elati vely broken 
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country tends to reduce distances covereff by individual animals 

' which is an indication that this factor m;ay influence the size 

of the home-ranges. The extent to which broken terrain can 

substitute for cover in the determinatio~ of home-range size 

is not known but I believe it is of sufficient importance to ·be 

worthy of inclusion in future studies. 

There are several behaviour patterns and other 

characteristics which indicate that rhino are better adapted 

to life in the thickets than in open habitats:-

(a) fhe rhino's poor eyesight has littlt! surviv~l 

value in open country where predators, including man, will be 

able to locate the animal long before he is able to see t!lem, 

In thicket, however, visibility is rarely in excess of the 

rhino's effective range of vision and an~mals living in such 

I 
habitats will be able to use this facul tJj to the maximum of 

lhts efficiency. 

(b) The rhino's specific behavio~r of lying down 

facing into the lee of the wind brillgs into most beneficial 

use its two principle receptors for detecting dangert '.'1earing 

and sense of smell. In this position the presence of an 

animal behind the rhino will be disclosed through its acute 

olfactory senses and to its front and si~es by its acute 

hearing. In thiclcet country this will al~ow the rhino a 

radius of detection well beyond the rangd of visibility and 
i 

it also means that predators locating th, rhino by scent and 

moving towards it upwind will be conf'ronted with their quarry 

head-on, which has considerable survival value. 

(c) In their method of retaliatory attack the rhino 
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use sound and scent to locate their target and their eyesight 

only comes into use in the final stages. This form of defence 

is particularly well-suited to thicket con(li tions hut, where 

visibility is good, the lack of good visifn is a definite 

survi Vt.:1.l deficiency. 

(d) ' Plains animals generally have: good vision and 

their means of identification and communifation are either vocal, 

i 
visual or both. The rhino's adaptation oflvoice and scent as a 

principal means of communication is, I believe, yet another 

indication that the species is better adapted to closed than 

open habitat. 

the rhino and The symbiotic relationship betweer 

oxpeckers (Buphagus spp. )· has considerable survival importance 

for the rhino and has its greatest significance in open h~bitat 

' 
where the birds' keen eyesight substitutep for the rhino's owr 

I i 

deficient vision and provides them with a~equate protection 

in vulnerable quarters. This bond is perhaps one of the reasons 

for the rhino's ability to inhabit many open habi t~-i.ts which 

would otherwise be inimicHl to them. 

Schenkel (1969) describes the rhino as "one of the 

species living in the transitional habitat between grassland 

and forest" and he states the belief that ele1Jho..r1t benefit 

the rhino by reducing climax forest to a ~eral stage. I would 
! 

' agree that subclimax vegetation is of more use to the rhino 

and they benefit from regeneration .follow~ng elephant damage 

but the rhino's own ability to modify i ts
1 

environment should 

not be underestimated for it is capable O·f pushi:if.; d.ov;n_ quite 



large trees with its nech or chin. Against th0 beilefits 

accrued from the presence of elephant in' rhino habitats must 

be weighed the possible adverse effects on rhino behaviour as 

suggested at Size111ba,. A considerable amount of investigation 

into the interspecific relationship is n~eded before any 

meaningful conclusions can be reached. 

Rhino feed on a large number of ~oody vegetation 

species throughout the year and on forbs~ sedges and, 

occasionally, grasses vrhen these are most palatable. They 

have no dependence on 
I 

specific vegetatio~ types but they tend 

• to have different preferences which a1:.ipea.r to c~ncide with the 

succulence-rating of the food species in;the different 

habitats. More detailed research into the succulence-rating 

and nutritional values of the rhino's diet is necessary 

before dependable conclusions can be reached but it is no 

doubt partly due to the versatility in feeding that the 

species was so widely distributed in Afr~ca and in Rhodesia, 
j 

in particular. 

A high degree of insight is showri. in rnany ways. 1lihe 

rhino 1 s ability to track, using their hig;hly developed 

olfactory senses, apparently enables the, to recognise the 

persistence of a hunter with a similar tz~acking ability and 

results in their a1)parent attempts to hide their s1::oor. 

Insight is also shown in thci:c use of the. buffalo's keen 

eyesight when they associate with herds of this s.i;iecies to 

avoid danger and in the fact that, vrhen uncler })i·cssure from 

night capture teams, adult rhino will oft~n stand away from a 
I 
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I 

waterhole until other game animals have visited the water and 

come away unscathed, before approaching the water themselves. 

I 

µas It is highly probable that this insight a high survival 

value. 

Rhino are soli te.:r.;r animals but they est;.:.bll sh SE:dentary 

breeding units with home-ranges which increase during the rains 

' 

and winter months, and observations indi~ate that these units 

are retained even during this period. Gexleflow betweer. 

breeding units appears to be maintained prlncips.lly through 

tl:e nomadism of the subadults. 

There is no specific breeding se~son but peaks in 
I 

breeding do occur, apparently controlled !more by periods 
! 
i 

conducive to mating than by those most likely to benefit the 

calves. The breecling co.pacitJr of rhino is high and calves 

have a rapid rate of g-roV1th but calf mor,ali ty can also be 

great. Further significant mortality is p:ossible amongst 

subadults following their inde_pendence, but mortality a)pears 

la:cg·ely due to predation and will vary between _populations in 

accordance with predatory pressures. I be~ieve the longevity 

of this species, together with a high bret:;oding capacity and 

the rapid growth of calves, is, perhaps, the main reaBon for 

its survival since prehistoric times. 

Hyenas are the.principal predators of rhino calves 

but lion rr.ay also contribute towards calf and subadult 

mortality. l"ian, however, is the greatest predator on the 

specie!::> and is the most irn.f.JOTtqnt reason for the: rhino 1 s }..last 

and continued decline in Rhodesia. Although predation, in all 
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its forms, is the principal reason for mo~tali ty, density-

i 
dependent controls on both mortality and !1atality may be 

equally important and should not be overlooked. 

~ 

This studj shows that rhino are acJ;pted to and, in many 

ways, dependent upon thicket but that they can do without it. 

It is quite clear, therefore, that in our. management of the 

species, we should promote the occupation of habitats 

containing extensive thickets as long as thereis also 

permanent water available. At this junctuir'e it is pertinent to 

point out that of the 40 rhino released into iVankie National 

Park, the majority scattered throughout tfe game reserve and 

I 

we have knowledge of s.ome having subseque
1
1ntly left the area; 

the only established population is centre;d between the Lukosi 

and Deka rivers near S:inamatella (Rushwor:th - :pers.comm.) 

which coincides with the only substantial. occurrence of 

Commiphora.. - Combretum thicket in the entire area. 

Indications are that thicket is the rhino's original 

habitat, not a retreat in the face of inc!reased human 

occupation, and the wide distribution and dispersal of the 

species can be attributed to versatility and adaptation to 

open habitat. 

The present official awareness ofr the decline of this: 
I 
I 

species in Rhodesia, t;he translocation e1ercises being 

' 

carried out to re-establish the rhino in :sanctuary areas 

within its known forrn.er l'ange and an increasing understanding 

of the species' overall ecology, augers well for the future 

of the Black llliinoceros in this country. :However, there is 
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still much we do not know and thereis a need for further 
' 

intensive study of this species in all aJpects of its ecology. 
' 
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' Observation No.1l 

at bizemba in 1964, fer 
I i 

A oow with a new-bor)l calf was observed 

! 
previou~ calf (estiffil'ted age )0 months) stood some 20 yards away 

! 

.and whetj disturbed tpe three animals ra off together. 
i 
! 

Observation No.2~ 

At Chininga in 1967, a cow with a new calf was tracked 

onto a small hill where she was found, Vfith her calf, lying in the 

shade oi a small tre;, I approached thejcow! with the intentitn of 

darting ;her and thenl noticed another rh no lying next to a s all 

I 
I 

I 

bush so~e 5 yards ahead of me. None of ,he rhino noticed me put on 

I 
my retre.at I disturbed the oxpeckers wh. eh were on the cow fnd 

! 
they immediately began their alarm call 'The cow immediately

1
1 

became Eilert and thei animal nearest to, e rose to its feet d I 
' ! 

;o ~onths old, I !noticed. ittlat it was ~ young animal somd 

This latte'o animal walked slOVflY towards the COW and 

calf, 'nleowing' plaintively, and it becillne apparent that this was 

the cow'is previous calf, When it got abclut 15 yards from the cow 

she rus~ed at the younger animal with hjad ~owered to the griund 

~ I 

and iss~ing loud dem~nstrati ve 'puffing'inoiSes and with the ~mall 
I 

calf, approx. two weeks old, copying he:& actions, whereupon the 
' 

young rhino rushed off, 

! 
i ' some 50 !yards away. ~'he 

then stdod 
' 

erect facing 

i 
turning to face 

cow had come f o 

the younger ani 

its mother 

wards only 
i 

al holding 

when it gf>t 

10 yards rd 

this posi ~ion 
! 

i 

for aboidt a minute before returning to ~ie down in the shadel 

;The younge~ rhino stood still lfor'a while, still 'ieowing' 
' ' 

from tiffie to time, then it moved to within S5 yards of the mother 

and lay :down • Every now and again it w1uld lift its head and look 

towards the mother repeating its paaint~ve call and then, half an 
I 
i 

hour la~er, attempted another approach Qnl1 to be chased off again. 
! 



j 
' 

i I 

Observation llo. ), I 
A I well-known c,ow at lfanzituba was[ observed with both al new

! 

I 

born calf and her previo:Us calf in attendanre (J.J3uncc· - F22·s.co11m.). 

Three weeks later I sai,'; t'he cow and her Cfilf in thf' 

i Observation Ho. 4. 

I 
On 9th,August, 1970, 

calf were 

a heavily prfr.gn:int cow and a lar9e bull 

Rnya (lf ,Payn Snr. - l'erci, comm.). They 

appe21.r0d to havi:? a clos~~-honded relationshi~; ~~.n/l tlie.i.r j_n(livian~.l 

I 
s~en together on the 

characteristics were noted. 

Thr:ee days laier, game sc()uts be an J:'ecording, daily, 
! 

spoor of twb ·rhino whd:cb crossed a newly bulldozed rond to get to 

water. The two sets of t1'.'acks were never more than 100 yards npart and 

were normnlly much closer. 

On 21st. 
i 

these tracks we~e 

I 

follo~R~ into the hills 
I 

where they pecame 001\s·~stGd and confu::::ed 11,th the Sl)OOr' of a r;rn~_ll 

calf. The c'ongested spoor are2 showed only t'do large rhino enteting 
I 
I 

the area, one leaving on its own and a cowjand sma:..l calf leavi*g by 

another route. The cow f>.nr'!. calf iYere both aptured on the 21st. Augu.st 

and the la:r;ge bull calf a few nays later, Jhe two lm.'£:'" anim~ls (were 

I 

positively 1identified as those which were the 9th. and, I as they 

j 1

1

een on 

were the lJst rhino ln '.t;hA a1~ea, there can be no i1ossjbl':' ,;011"'u:.:ion .vith 

any other aniTi:al. 

~ubsequent interrn~etation of the Cspoor indicated th;;t the 

original tvfo sets of tracks were those of he 9ow and large calf. The 

cow had ha~ another calff and it was this 1 tte~ animals spoor wiich 
, I 

wati pickod :u1) in the 1~ills. It war.; apriarcn~. thr'..t t11c r.~ow h:.~d lef·t her 

calf i.u the hills nhen she went to v;att''r and v1ar: obvious1y 

I I 
! 



follov;ed bJ.~ her :p:r:Pviou!s c:;:lf. ':(hat Hhe ha~ effect R 
I 

hhoeak tried tu 

' 

with thts 
I 

,s1>-PC1:'.' <-"11·'."!. tl>'·:·'~-: 

' 

evidence to show that rt~te~minPrl rushes ha~ lleE~11 air0rt0a to~·~rfts the 

I t}ile 
' 

larc;er calf, h;~r th-:; r:ic,th,~r, ri::sultine in sub.s.f!'Jl t evr-rtu:~.J 1~/ 

movi11c oi'f on itR own. 

Upon capture, all three anirn2ls 

shoulder h~ights v1er~ :-. 

(a) Cow (Vickie Ilo.2) 

( l') ::<'i. Y':;i t CP.lf (1'1-;llP. - Inn) 5G11 

( ~) Ife·.'f . ,] . 
,, I 0 

' 
F •.'~".:_~ l ~~ - ' 1 ' ) vu J.r ')Q !! 

"'-

is important to recor~ tJ1st his anterior 11 rn, his 1ne~?;~ or a~r~nce, 

w2s 15" long. 

' 
At Sizemba in July, 1964, a younf rhho bu~l ''cs ce.rt11red 

and the dorsal part of hi.a r.e;ck, both hie t110ul<l11?r'o ;J;rl hi'' s2ihe 

I 

eho·••·"1 clow and t;;et' :a;·\· wu,,1, woc·e un•lrl:..t:c•"! 0 ""·''·"''by li?''"' 

The ani1iH:1.l ·,:ra.<: not accom1)0n.i..ed by a cow an( <a.pptl0.re~~ t.:; 110 inr~e )l:'JH1ent. 

' ~houl der height. 52!' 
i 

A11t~ricr horn lencth 

qn ,the 28th.0!3ptcrnher, 1967, a r ino co·H v1n.f~ 
I I ! 

she 

came down 
I i ' 
~o lwater durih.; the nizht. The f llol·ring day, v1hen she was 
i i 

brouc-bt to the pens, she v.1a8 fc\lnd to bf:! l,,ct?.tin;_::: h~}:1vil.;r rin1J ~tad 

v:h:i c/ 1 , ·:;r-

! - ::/ .-., !"· ;'. • 

·.-,';_,:_: fut•-~1( ·a.Lout 



thore wao, li ttlc noubt that this calf har, +longe·l to the cow w had in t 

t!Je pons. T)1e calf we.s ,e,stircaterl at less t'j"n O'•: 1 .. octl <:'lrl ac·: ts 

f:r.011t horn \v;:;,s just ~rUi)tin.:; and its umbi.liical sca.r \»;!',f~ s~,ill :) nl•. It 

but untou0·h0d by ei t!1er hyenas or vnl tures :an<1 had cbviol\sl;y not died 

as a result of predator attack. 

: : 

There WHS no ~maJl spoor at the ~co11e of tl1~ co~s dartins 

and recovery and, in view of subsequent po:-.\itive ohsP.:r..·v~:..tior..s o~ cows 

, I 
leavinc their calves at night whilst they 10 to water, it ie nof 

! ! 

the.t t}1e ca1f had died of starvation. 

~t Chininga in 1967, a Jarge cow 

ObServation Ho.7 I 
I 

I 
with ~tn r2CC·,tnisabl~ 

was 

WC',S 

Both anii1<Jl::; \':ere C..lr·tur(·d twelve 111ont1.M lHtcr <:1Hi tl;e calf 

then 48" at the shoulcler (~stirnated agj, 15-17 months). The, oow 
found to be vBry heavil,y lJregnant, wit her for?tus eho"•:ing ~onstant 

was onl~ 20-22 monthH old. 

Calf shoulder hei~ht 

Anterior horn~ lencth 

4s11 
i 

I 7 ~· 
~his parturition interval, howev,r, is believed to be 

unusually dhort. 

Obsf··: v.:::~ti.0>~ l~ 

Jin 1964, :five rhino calf carcassL were found in the Sizemba 

habitat area and a captured calf (Mbira) w!s founrl to have had its 

J.icr;. mauling and the wc1L;.nds v;i:re consisteni with tho~~e from a h}ena 

i attack. 



! • 

d' 

TJe.following iyear, in the 
i i ' 

same atea,i another calf wasj 

its tai, bitten off by preo&~ors capturccl and found to hdve ha.d half 

and an adult bull w;-;:,s £1.lsc r::<ii:tnrsd 
i 

~nd founa to ha~e 0nlJ halr a tail. 
! 

'11he adult ailinal had probM.hly been attacked! when .=;till a c::~lf anr1 both 

caur~B were attributetl to hyono.s. 

Hyr:nat: ·,ye~'G plF.!ntif1~1-t at Sj_zemb::il and an c:stiu;:1 t('cl 
' 

lived in the same aree as the rhino. In 196r, when poisoned 

wex·e placed in the area for r1D.n-eating lionjs, a t0t8.l of 22 

! 

! 
car1asses 

l:.yer:as 

wer~ found de2:.d on the b~i tr: ancl othP.rs had tRken t.i·(c b:,_l t;:i 111_~t iwt"'re 

! 

not found. The baits ocriupiec1 only a small ortio.n of the area ~nd 
I 

subsequent ~xamination <;if the entire area S1})plied evidence to ~u.pport 
i 

the observation th8t hy~na wc:::e still abunniant. 

! 

a tail and the rernaj_ning half was badly torin and (l:i splayed sc:::..rs from 
i 

a predator ~ttack. The wounds were consistent with a hyena a.ttaCk and, 

I 

whilst llon Vfere r2rc in the area, hyenas occurrecJ i.n sr::e.11 nu.:i1~crs. 

A mature bulJ was caFtured on th1 l·Iazoe in 1 ';)70 and st~O'Ned 

two perfect rows of teeth-r.Jarks on each bu~tock v1hich were the tesul t 

of what must have been a severe wound resu1tant from a prerlntoriattack 

when the rhino was still a rmall calf. The "rhino r;c,ow~~ no si g:ni of 

I 

claw marks and this ;::,i:tack in aeajn attri.ln.tea· to h~r0.nas. 

A further at. tHck a ttri hu ted to hJ ena:s WE\ .s \J .• :on a cc11 f ! ca11t;h t 

on the Ruya in 1970, wh~ch had half an ear[ripped off an<l showe~ teeth

marks on the ot11Pr A::!r lrut no claw marks a~ all. 

Hi tchins (pern. cor11rn.) records 

at Hluhluwe; and states ~hat 'probably a 

the eye'. However, he also records that 

i 
tw1 poRitive kills by l1yenas 

101 more are l<illed thaf meets 

th~re are i10 observatiohs to 
I 



\ ·._..! 

I 

fact thA.t white rhino calves pri?Oed<~: thej_r jnother8 when movin~; 88.Y 

contribute to their de.fence r:e;;:iinr:;t hyenas.I In cont~;.i.:_0 t, hlec.1< T"'.:.in0 

calves follov•l their mcthc:cs, even In flight.I, anii 

vulnerable from bAh.tnCT. 

rhino calf mort8lity. 

cocea t.ly to 
! 

Observntion !To. 9 

IluT'inc t'i.1c ],)•::-rioc1 FebrUl't-CY 1964 to S0ptr,1,,br:?1~ 1960J I 

i 
personally recorded the poach!nc of 69 rhi10 !n tho 3i••D• Tiistrict 

I ' 
fP08.Ching was I done mostly with ~~eel7c;.~ble sr:.art)s anli ]muzzle 

loaders al t

1

houe;h rifles 1:ero occasionally +und to hove been used, It 

alone. The 

to my attention anc1J without a doubt, the,, .Jc..:tuc~J to;irribr.-.:_ k.illc1l 

I I 

exceeds th~ae recorded. I 
i 

SubsP.q_ucnt to· 1968J mo::e rhi!'!.C htvf:'! heen !JOf·chArl .in 
! 

tj1is 

~ fatal encou~ter between two ad 

! ' 

the Mfuruddi population: in 1970. The dead' 

its spine between thr1 shouldP.rs and hips. 
i 

I 
OhSCl"J'~: ti.on no. 10 I 

lt bulls vas r•corce~ in 

nin11 was foun: somel 200 

It an,oare:' ',.:,:' t'''° fi;)ct ha<1 lj":tcrl sor.:,•: ci•,s nn:1 ti,ot 

<">nee tl~P victn"'' 11:c.·l <::"_,--.Cet''~1 -"(~ i11 Yrocl·i11_c_,.. rln,,rn it.--, C}i"iC~"°"'~t, ~ t l1E'il 

then ~dmin:ste~ed ~h~· ~hree r<I>:nal 'inj:r:e~ whil"t th 0 vi.ctim dao 

l 0>ine on its Bide, :!'ror<! the c:uontity of bl 1cd ot the "cone of tlhe 
hattle, it; was eviil.ent that the injured an mal had lain there ~or 
sor1c t.trne hF>fore e;".'lttdnc: ur a11cl mov.inc of 200 yr·1.rrls hef'ore <l,y ine,-. 

! 



·:.;;; 

I subseciuently captured the victo o 
! 

thi:3 encounter 

prove(1 to b a larce bull which meas1J.r~d 57' a the r~honlf\er. 

re] it 

.
1
e had 

! 

seve1"2 lac:era.ti.ons ('l·, 1~'l1i; .f()l'8!ii.:>aC, ;::i,bove t1:·0 r~~·e:·~) ~'.t....;..,_ •. [1',:., f'rr~,,1 thr:' 

when the animal stru.cglea. c1ur.ing capture. 

I 

Obslervation No. 11 

Ai Sizemba (lu1!in1:; 196 11, vie made s vernJ ?-l::tor;:pts to c8.tch 

a h•:!avily pr8en~_nt r1,iro: cow ':;:ithcut .s11eces.
1 
.• ~3fH:~ ;·.'''" vc:o ... ~ 

recognisable because of ~ moot peculiarly-staped anterior 

saw her, for the last time thCtt year, on 29ph. Sept8rnllP.r. 

;"(- r.~1l-

horn ~ra I 
I 

' 

' 
S,~.r:=ter;J;i:O;r, ~~::.i0 r:.;;;E~c ;:.rime.1 

was captured together wi.th her calf which I . t . 1 •1 wis ce:r· ri.1n y no more iu 1an 

11 months nnd 1 week old:. Unfortltnc.tcly no tcigbt 11u1s .!?eco:r:ded httt 

Anterior horn jlength 

Tqtal leneth 

i 
! 
! 
I 
I 

45" 

6" 



I " H (ad - be)' 

(a+b)·(r1 +d). (a+c) (b+cI) 
' I 

' 
TRAIT TnAr 1~ 

x ly 

li(a) 
I 

Sample· A. a 'b = a + b i 
' 

Samplei E. c .d }l (b) = 0 + d I 

' 
a + c b'+ d }i .. l!(a), + 11 (b ) a+b+c+d 

i 

I 

CALCULATIOD'usine data contained in Fig, 14~ 

Open 1~hicket 
! 

.. 
Bulls 0 25 25 
Cows 12 7 19 

i 
12 7-0 44 ,_ 

Under the nul] hyroth· sts - that there ls np a if f -":I'0JlC' e hetween ;the 

choice of h~bi tats in the ::>exes - )<.."can lJ J calct<.1 a ted as follqws. 

44 ( 0 ix 7 25 x 12 ) 
2

: 

25 x 19 x 12 x 32 

44 ( 0 ,_ 300) 2 

25 x 19 x 1~ x 32 

44 x 90,000 

182,400 

3,9ho,ooo 

182,400 

For one '1 P.vr~0 of lT~erlor11, jt:_2-c.,rl '.11.7 inilic::-·tes D 

probabili tyi of less thai) 0.005 that these t vo S1ampleR are estimj~ tes 

?ii ~,he ~~el p~pulation. Therefor one can o~ cl~de that there is a 

.s.i.8Tiif.iF~nt. ~~ffe~ence .~n the choice of hab tat between the mal I" 
and: !fem:S.les ih the popuJlation. , 

I 

iO.·. 



1 
1 
! 

I 
f 

I 

YATE'S CORRECTION. 

Yate's correction for continuity for small samples 

i-s, in this case, calculated as follows. 

= 

( 
N 2 

ad - bo - 2 ) N 

(a+b) (c+d) (a+c) (b+ ) 

I 
I 

c 0 - 300 - 22 )
2 

44 

182,400 

( - 322 ) 2 44 

182,400 

i 

I 

"'Y l!- I 
For one degree of freedom, ,..._ or 25.01 still 

indicates a probability of less than 0.005 that the two 
' ' 
I 

samples are estimates of the same populati n. 

! 

CONCLUSION. 

These tests show that the null hfPOthesis should 

be rejected as there appears to be only a '< 0.005 probability 

that it is correct, and that there.!..! ther~fore a significant 

difference in the two sexes choice of diurral resting sites. 

I 



APPENDIX 4, 

CORRELA'rION COEFFICIENTS, 

FORMULA : {_ ( x - x ) ( y _, y ) 

- )2 - x z:._ ( y1- y )2 

i 
I 

I 
COHRELATIONS I 

I 

( 1). Rhino Population Density and Thicket Rf C ,:!\,. 

(2). Rhino Population Density and Scrub R.cf R •• 

(3). Rhino Population Density and Woodland R.C.F •• 

(4), Rhino fopulation Ddnsity and Overall R~C.F .. 
1 

(5), R,C,F. per Rhino and R.C.F. in Habitat• 

(Fig. s(a)). 
! 

(Fig. 8(b)1

). 

(Fig. s(c):). 

(Fig. S(d)), 

(Fig. 9)~ 



(1). Correlation : 

Rhino Population Density and Thicket ,.C.F •• (Fig. 8(a)). 

Rhino Population Density Thicket R.C.F. 

x (x-x) (x-x) 2 
I y (y-y) (y-y) 2 i 
b2.5 

l 
2.) + 1.1 1.21 + 12. 5 156.25: 

I 
1. 0 - 0.2 0.04 ' 7. 4 - 2.6 6. 76 . 

0.2 - 1.0 1.00 ! o.o - 10.0 100.00 

TOTAL ).5 TOTAL f9.9 
I ;;; x 1. 2 10.0 

~(x-i) 2 
s 2.25 ',; ( - ) 2 :L Y-Y 

***-ll·'k*-1<·*+:·-~-)(-1(--)(·***7.··:f**·X··X-*** 

i_ ( x - x ) ( y - y 

( + 1 • 1 ) ( +12.5 ) • + 1l.75 

( - 0.2 ) ( - 2.6 ) • + 1.52 

( - 1.0 )( -10.0 ) • + 10.00 
I 

i_ ( x - x )( y - y ) • Jn 
*****->f*-l<··»************"** ** 

r • [<x-x ) ( y - Y· ) 

t< x - x )2 t ( y - y )2 

o. 9975))90 

With two degrees of freedom the significance probability for a 

correlation coefficient of O. 9975 is at the 
99 

°1 i 
•le probability letel. 

Po (O·O 1 



·>I (2), Correlation : 

Rhino Population Density and Scrub R •• F. (F'ig. 8(b)). 

Rhino Population Density Scrub R.C.F. 

TOTAL 

x 

'"' 

x (x-x) (x-x) 2 
I 
I 

y 

2.3 + 1 • 1 1. 21 6,4 

1.0 - 0.2 0.04 14.2 

0.2 - 1.0 1. 00 5.2 

3. 5 TOTAL ! 25. 8 

1. 2 y s.6 

2.25 

*********************~** 

i_cx-x)(y-y 

(+1.1)(-2.2) = -~.42 
I 

- 0.2 )( + 

) ( 

5.6 - j1 .12 

( i 
= + 13.40 

- - b.14 

*********************~*** 

1.0 

r = { ( x - x ) ( y - y )i 

- 0.14 

,J 107.46 

- 0.14 

10.4 

= - 0.01346 . 

I 

(y-y) (y-y)~ 

- 2.2 4.84 

+ 5.6 31.36 

- 3.4 11.5('; 

p = > 0.1 



(3). Correlation 1 

Rhino Population Density and Woodland µ.c.F •. (fig. S(c)). 

Rhino PoEulation Densitl Woodland R.C.F. 

TOTAL 

x 

! 

' 

x (x-x) (x-x) 2 

2.3 + 1 • 1 1. 21 

1. 0 - 0.2 0.04 

0.2 - 1.0 1.00 

3.5 

1. 2 

2.25 

i._( x - x )( y - y ) 

(+1.1)(+1.1) 

( - 0.2 )( - o.6 ) 

I 
i y 

I 
! 7 .4 
i 

' 5. 7 

5.9 

TOTAL i19.0 
' 

y 6.3 

= + 1.21 

= + 0.12 
' l 

( - 1.0 )( - 0.4 = + 0.40 

= -¥ 
**********************~** 

! 
' 

r ZCx-x)(y-Y) 

---./ < ( x - x )2 ~ ( y - y )2 

1.73 

1. 97 

o.a7a1725a 

(y-y) ( -)2 • y-y i 

' 

+ 1 • 1 1.21 

- 0,6 0.36 

- 0.4 o. 16 

1. 73 

p = ) 0.1 



I 
I 

! 
~ ~ 

(4). Correlation : 

Rhino Population Density and Overall Rf C.F •• 

I 

(Fig. 

Rhino Population Density Overall R.C.F. 

x (x-x) (x-x) 2 
I y (y-y) 

2.3 + 1 • 1 1. 21 . 36. 3 + 11.4 

1.0 - o. 2 0.04 : 27. 3 + 2.4 

0.2 - 1.0 1.00 11 • 1 - 13. 8 

TOTAL 3.5 TOTAL 74.7 

x 1. 2 y 24.9 

~ (x-x)
2 2.25 ~(y-y)2 

~ x 

( + 

( -
( -

r 

*********•***•*********~****'*" : 
- ) ( ) - x y - y 

1.1 ) ( +11. 4 ) - + 12.54 

0.2 ) ( 2.4 I + = - . 0.48 
I 

1.0 ) ( -13.8 = + 13.80 

25.86 

' 

*********************~***** 

~ ( x - x ) ( il. - il. ) 

.j(C x - x )2 z ( y - J\ )2 

22.86 

,j 733. 9 

= 25.86 

27 .09 

= 0.95459579 

(y-y) 2 

129.96 

5. 76 

190. 44 

326.16 



( 5). Correlation 1 i 
R.C.F. per Rhino and R.C.F. in Habitat. (Fig. 9). 

i 

R.C.F. in Habitat i R.C.F. per Rhino 
I 
i 
! 

' 

x (x-x) -)2 x-x ! y (y-y) ( -) 2 I y-y : 

36.3 +11. 4 129.96 15,8 - 21. 7 470.89! 
' 

I 

27. 3 + 2.4 5.76 i21. 3 - 10.2 104.04 

11. 1 -13.8 190,44 169,4 + 31. ~ 1017 .61 · 

' 
TO TAI 7 4. 7 TOTAL 112.5 

' - 24,9 - 37.5 x y 
. 

~ (x-x) 
2 

326. 16 Z.._j,_: Y_-:Y_)_
2 
____ 15_9_2 ._5_4 

.i. ( 
( 

( 

x -

' *********************i 

x ) ( y - y 

+11.4 ) ( -21.7 = ,_ 247.38 

+ 2.4 ) ( -10.2 ) = 24.48 

-13,8 ) ( +31.9 ) = - 440.22 

• 1- 712.08 

*********************** 

r = Z ( x - x ) ( y - IY ) 

jz_( x - x )2 
.{_( yl- y )2 

I = - 712,08 

,./ 519,422.85 

- 712.10 
+ 720.70 

= - O, 98806715 
p - < 0.02 
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